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                                 There are many different ways of teaching
                                     English. Some courses are taught through 
grammar; others through topics, a third kind  is taught through 
language functions. In courses which are based on topics or 
functions, grammar is used as required.

In this course students use English to communicate from day one. 
The course is based upon language functions in which grammar is 
carefully controlled. Students see sentenc es in diagrams and tables 
where they are introduced to parts of speech.

Unlike other courses, this course provides enough time to 
students to master and acquire lexicon and structures taught.

The skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing are 
developed gradually. Don’t expect your students to acquire these 
skills from the first time. Moreover, revision and recycling are
integrated into the course to facilitate learning.

There are sixteen units. Each unit is divided into four forty-
five- minute lessons. Four weeks of the course are set aside for
revision.
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a message to

the teacher



.¢üî°T ¿ƒ«∏e 400 ‹Gƒ◊ sΩC’G á¨t∏dG ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨t∏dG tó©oJ

»`dGƒ◊ á`ãdÉãdG hCG á«fÉãdG á¨t∏dG É¡sfCG ¤EG äGô`jó≤àdG o¢†©H Ò°ûJh

É¡eGóîà°SGh . ⁄É©dG AÉëfCG ∞∏à ‘ ÌcCG hCG ¢üî°T ¿ƒ«∏e 660

»gh . á`¨t∏dG ∂∏àH ÉgƒæcÉ°S çsóëàj »`àdG ¢VQC’G ´É≤H øe x…CG ‘ ΩÓ°SE’G öûf ≈∏Y IQó≤dG »æ©j

πugDƒj É¡H ΩÉŸE’Gh . áMÓŸGh ¿GÒ£dGh ásjQÉéàdG ∫ÉªYC’Gh Ωƒ∏©dGh ás«°SÉeƒ∏HódG á¨d øgGôdG âbƒdG ‘

Üô©dG áØ«ë°üc ásjõ«∏‚E’G ∞ë°üdG IAGôb øe øuµÁ Éªc äÉs«∏µdG hCG äÉ©eÉ÷G ‘ áeuó≤àŸG äÉ°SGQó∏d

ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨t∏dG á`£°SGƒHh ,ásjOƒ©°ùdG ás«Hô©dG áµ∏ªŸG øe Qó°üJ »àdG âjRÉL …Oƒ©°Sh ,»∏jO ¢VÉjQ ,Rƒ«f

. É¡H á≤WÉædG äÉs£ëŸG ¬ãÑJ Ée •É≤àdG øµÁ

: äÉ¡«LƒàdG √òg Ωó≤f káHÉàch kIAGôbh ÉkãjóM ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨t∏dG ¿É≤JE’h

. ¢SQódG AÉæKCG ‘ ºµ«∏Y ≈≤∏oj ÉŸ äÉ°üfE’Gh ôªà°ùŸG ßt≤«àdGh ºFGódG √ÉÑàf’G `1

. É¡àHÉàc ≈∏Y ÜtQóàdGh ÉgÉæ©e º¡ah Iójó÷G äÉª∏µdG QÉ¡¶à°SG `2

Iójó÷G äÉeƒ∏©ŸG â«Ñãàd ; u»°SGQódG ∞°üdG ‘ Év«YÉªL hCG ÉvjOôa ¬ªt∏©J ” Ée ójOôJ ≈∏Y ¢Uô◊G `3

. ¿ÉgPC’G ‘

 . u∞°üdG ‘ ás«Hô©dG á¨t∏dÉH åjó◊G Qóæj ¿CG óH’ PEG ; πª o r÷Gh äGQÉÑ©dG º¡a `4

.∑GQOE’Gh º¡ØdG ≈∏Y Ú©oj ÉÃ áeóîà°ùŸG ásjƒ¨t∏dG áWöTC’Gh äÉbÉ£ÑdGh πFÉ°SƒdG øe IOÉØà°S’G `5

.Év«eƒj •É°ûædG ÜÉàc ‘ IOƒLƒŸG äÉÑjQóàdG uπM ≈∏Y ¢Uô◊G `6

É kª∏Y , É¡à«ÑãàH π«Øc ∂dòa áÁó≤dG äÉeƒ∏©ŸÉH Iójó÷G äÉeƒ∏©ŸG §HQ ≈∏Y É kªFGO ¢ùØædG ójƒ©J `7

. »JGòdG Oƒ¡éŸG ∫òH ≈∏Y óªà©J ºt∏©à∏pd á∏«°Sh π°†aCG s¿CÉH

 ¤EG ´Éªà°S’G ‘ áãjó◊G äÉ«æ≤àdG QÉªãà°SGh , …ƒ¨t∏dG ¢SƒeÉ≤dG ΩGóîà°SGh IAGô≤dG øe QÉãcE’G  ̀8

. í«ë°üdG ≥£ædG ¿GOÉà©J ÚfPC’G π©éj ÉÃ á©aÉædG èeGÈdGh Ió«ØŸG äÉKOÉëŸG

. ∂dòd á«YGódG ∞bGƒŸG ‘ ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨t∏dÉH çtóëàdG `9

.IQÉKE’Gh á©ào rŸG ºµnd ≥u≤ëj ÉÃ ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨t∏dG ºt∏©J ‘ á«dÉàdG äGOÉ°TQE’G øe IOÉØà°S’G `10

¤EG ládÉ°SQ

I/ò«ª∏àdG



á`seÉ`Y äGOÉ`°TQEG

 É¡ªt∏©J  s” »`àdG ásjƒ¨t∏dG äÉeGóîà°S’G QÉªãà°SG

RÉ¨dC’G  ¢†©H πM h ,ÜÉ©dC’G ¢†©H á°SQÉ‡  ‘

.ás«ª«∏©àdG

2

 Qƒ°üdG ≈∏Y õ«cÎdGh ; I/ºu∏©ŸG ¤EG √ÉÑàf’G

ás«ë«°VƒàdGäÉ≤°ü∏ŸGhCG»°SQóŸGÜÉàµdG‘IOƒLƒŸG

´Éªà°S’G≈∏Y¢Uô◊Gh,É¡à°ûbÉæe hCG É¡à©dÉ£Ÿ;áæ«©ŸG

. ¬JGP âbƒdG ‘ ás«Jƒ°üdG á¶aÉ◊G ¤EG

1

 •É°ûædG ÜÉàc ‘ áHÉàµdG ≈∏Y ¿GôŸG øe QÉãcE’G

πMh , á∏Ä°SC’G øY áHÉLE’Gh , ï`°ùædÉH á°SGôµdG ‘h

hCG ¢SQO πc ó©H äGô`≤ØdGh πª`÷G  áHÉàch  ,RÉ¨dC’G

πªµà°ùj ºK π°üØdG ‘ ∂dòH AóÑdG ºàj IOÉYh .Ú°SQO

.∫õ`æŸG ‘

3

 ¢SQO ∫ÓN øe ¬ªt∏©J s”Ée â«ÑãJ ≈∏Y ¢Uô◊G 

•É≤æd É k°ü«î∏J øuª°†àŸG IóMh πc »∏j …òdG á©LGôŸG

á≤jôW ≈∏Y pÜtQóàdGh , IóMƒdG ‘ á°ù«FôdG óYGƒ≤dG

äÉÑjQóàdG  AGôLEG ¤EG káaÉ°VEG äÉª∏µdG ≥£fh IAGôb

. IóMƒdG ‘ ¬°ùjQóJ s” Ée uπ oµd áseÉ©dG

4

 ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨t∏dÉH u»YGPE’G uåÑdG ¤EG ´Éªà°S’G

IógÉ°ûeh  ásjOƒ©°ùdG ás«Hô©dG áµ∏ªŸG äGƒæb ≈∏Y

Qó≤H á«fÉãdG IÉæ≤dG ájOƒ©°ùdG á«Hô©dG áµ∏ªŸG ¿ƒjõØ∏J

. ¿ÉµeE’G

6

 ádhÉëŸÉH ásjõ«∏‚E’ÉH IAGô≤dG ≈∏Y IQó≤ŸG ôjƒ£J

¬H ÖàµoJ …òdG …õ«∏‚E’G u¢üædG IAGôb ‘ Iôªà°ùŸG

.äÉfÓYE’Gh ásjOÉ°TQE’G äÉMƒ∏dG øe Òãc

7

 IóMh ∫ÓN øe ¬ªt∏©J s”Ée â«ÑãJ IOÉYEG

. äGóMh ™HQCG πc Ö≤©J »`àdG á©LGôŸG

5



,iÈc ás«ªgCG öü©dG Gòg ‘ Éªs«°S’h ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨t∏d

±QÉ`©`ŸG ø`e ÒãµdG ÜÉ°ùàcG I/ò`«ª∏à∏d ø`µÁ É¡à£°SGƒÑa

.sˆG ¤EG IƒYódG ∫É› ‘ kás°UÉN , IÉ«◊G ‘ ó«Øj Ée É¡æe òNCGh , Ωƒ∏©dGh

ás«ª«≤dG äÉÑ°ùàµŸG ó«cCÉJh , á«HÎdGh º«∏©àdG u»`à«∏ªY ìÉ‚EG ‘ IöSC’G ¬H Ωƒ≤J Ée ás«ªgC’ Ésæe É kcGQOEGh

: ‹ÉàdÉH ΩÉ«≤dG IöSC’G uÜQ øe πeCÉf ¬«∏Y ... á«HÉéjE’G äÉgÉŒ’Gh

. áaô©ŸGh º∏©dG Ö∏W ≈∏Y tå◊Gh , ¢SQódG I/ò«ª∏àdG s»≤∏àd Ö°SÉæŸG ƒ÷G áÄ«¡J `1

. ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨∏dG ºt∏©J ás«ªgCÉH »YƒdG á«ªæJ `2

;É¡`à£°ûfCGh É¡JÉÑjQóJh É¡JÉeƒ∏©eh É¡aGógCG ‘ ô¶ædGh IQsô≤ŸG ás«°SGQódG ÖàµdG ≈∏Y ´ÓuW’G `3

. ás«ª«∏©J äÓµ°ûe øe I/ò«ª∏àdG ¬LGƒoj ób Ée π«dòàd

≈∏Yh ºs¶æŸG QÉcòà°S’G ≈∏Y I/ò«ª∏àdG ™«é°ûJh , ás«dõ`æŸG äÉØ«∏µàdG ∫hóL ≈∏Y ´ÓuW’G `4

. äÉÑLGƒdG uπM

Ée á÷É©eh ,I/ò«ª∏à∏d u»∏«°üëàdG iƒà°ùŸG áaô`©Ÿ ,äÉ¶MÓ`ŸGh I/ºu∏©ŸG äÉÑjƒ°üJ á`©HÉ`àe `5

.¬dÉëØà°SG πÑb mQƒ°üb øe ¿ƒµj

¤EG ádÉ°SQ

ôeC’G ‹h



…OÉg - º∏°Sh ¬«∏Y ˆG ≈∏°U - sˆG óÑY øH óª ≈∏Y ΩÓ°ùdGh IÓ°üdGh ...√óMh psˆ óª◊G

.ásjÈdG ÒNh ájöûÑdG

ò«eÓàdG ÉæJÉæHh ÉæFÉæHCG øe áÄ°TÉæ∏d ¬eó≤f §u°SƒàŸG ∫shC’G u∞°ü∏d ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨∏dG ÜÉàc Gòg ...ó©Hh

,¬d áYƒ°VƒŸG ±GógC’G ¬≤«≤– ÚLGQ ∞°üdG Gòg äÉª∏©eh »ª∏©e øe ÉæJÓ«eRh ÉæFÓeRh äGò«ª∏àdGh

s” ÜÉàµdG Gòg OGóYE’h .É¡Ø«XƒJh Égõjõ©Jh IÈÿG ≥«ª©J QÉWEG ‘ ás«aô©ŸGh ásjƒ¨∏dG äÉLÉ◊G ¬à«Ñ∏Jh

á≤«≤°ûdG ás«Hô©dG ∫hódG ¢†©Hh ,ás«Hô©dG è«∏ÿG ∫hO ‘ ¢SQóJ »àdG ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨∏dG Öàc ≈∏Y ´ÓW’G

s”h É¡H Ú≤WÉædG Ò¨d ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨∏dG ¢ùjQóJ ‘ á°üu°üîàŸG ás«ÑæLC’G ∫hódG Öàc øe ÒãµdGh ,iôNC’G

.ÜÉàµdG πjó©J É¡∏ª°T »`àdG •É≤ædG RôHC’ í«°VƒJ »∏j Éª«ah .É¡æe IOÉØà°S’Gh É¡H OÉ°TÎ°S’G

ÜÉàµdG º«¶æJ - k’ shCG

π°üØ∏d ÊÉãdGh ∫shC’G u»°SGQódG π°üØ∏d Éª¡æe ∫shC’G ¢üu°ü oN , øjCGõL ¤EG Qsô≤ŸG ÜÉàµdG º«°ù≤J `1 

. ÊÉãdG »°SGQódG

¬JÉ«dhDƒ°ùeh xπc uΩÉ¡e ¤EG Ò°ûJ ôeC’G ‹hh I/º∏©ŸGh I/ò«ª∏àdG øe xπ oµd ásjƒHôJ nπFÉ°SQ ¬«LƒJ `2

. IOÉŸG ±GógCG ≥«≤– ∫É«M

πc â∏ª°T . á©LGôª∏d ¿ÉJóMh É¡æe â°üu°ü oN äGóMh öûY Qsô≤ŸG ÜÉàµdG øe AõL uπc Úª°†J `3

ΩGóîà°SG ¤EG ™aóJh I/ò«ª∏àdG õ pØ– IOuó©àe ká£°ûfCG äƒàMG áYuƒæàe ¢ShQO á©HQCG É¡æe IóM nh

(∫ÉªcE’G ,IAGô≤dG ,áHÉàµdG ,QGôµàdG ,´Éª°ùdG ) ¬«a Ö∏£oj I/ò«ª∏à∏d m¬sLƒe ÜÉ£îH IAhóÑe á¨∏dG

.ás«YÉª÷Gh ás«FÉæãdG á£°ûfC’G ¤EG káaÉ°VEG

: »∏j Éª«a ÜÉàµdG Gòg ±GógCG ¢üsî∏àJh

 ÜÉ©«à°SGh É¡ª¡a  ™e ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨∏dÉH Ió«ØŸG  πª÷Gh äGQÉÑ©dG ¢†©H  I/ò«ª∏àdG ójOôJ @

.É¡fƒª°†e

á`euó≤ŸG



.ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨∏dÉH ΩÉbQC’Gh ,Ö«cÎdG á£«°ùH πª o÷G áHÉàch I/ò«ª∏àdG IAGôb @

.áª«∏°S má≤jô£H º«bÎdG äÉeÓY ΩGóîà°SGh äÉª∏µdG ¢†©H áÄé¡J @

.É¡H ás°UÉÿG äGÒÑ©àdGh äÉª∏µdÉH áªFÉb øjƒµJ @

.áë«ë°üdG É¡JÉeGóîà°SGh ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨t∏dG óYGƒb ¢†©H ¤EG ±tô©àdG @

»∏j ÉÃ ΩÉ«≤dG øe - ¤É©J - sˆG ¿PEÉH äGò«ª∏àdGh ò«eÓàdG øe wπc øsµªà«°S ∫shC’G ÜÉàµdG ájÉ¡æHh

. ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨∏dÉH

. ¢ùØædG Ëó≤Jh ¢SÉædG ás«– @

. AÉbó°UC’Gh πgC’G øe ±QÉ©ŸG Ëó≤J @

. ÜQÉbC’Gh á∏FÉ©dG øY çtóëàdG @

. á°SQóŸG øY çtóëàdG @

. äÉeƒ∏©ŸG AÉ£YEGh ... øY ∫GDƒ°ùdG @

. Ée m¢üî°ûd m∞°Uh AÉ£YEG @

. ∞JÉ¡dG ≈∏Y m¢üî°T Ö∏W @

. Ée mA»°T ô©°S øY o∫GDƒ°ùdG @

¿Éµeh ábGó°üdGh , á°SQóŸGh , á∏FÉ©dGh , ¢ùØædG øY á£«°ùÑdG πª÷G áHÉàc øe ∂dòc ¿ƒæµªà«°Sh

.áeÉbE’G

ΩGóîà°SGh .¬æe IOÉØà°S’Gh ¬ªt∏©J ¤EG ¥ƒ°ûJh √ÉÑàf’G ÜòŒ Ωƒ°SQh Qƒ°üH Qsô≤ŸG ÜÉàµdG º«YóJ `4

Ö«cGÎdGh, (Word Bank) Iójó÷G äGOôØŸG ¤EG √ÉÑàf’G âØd ‘ Éªs«°S ’h ¿GƒdC’G

.áØ∏àîŸG á£°ûfC’Gh (grammar) ásjƒ¨∏dG

¤EG ô¶ædÉH ¬«a É¡Ñ«JôJ sº`K Iójó÷G ájƒ¨∏dG äGOôØŸG …ƒëj x…ƒ¨d mºé©Ã Qsô≤ŸG ÜÉàµdG ójhõJ `5

. É¡d ådÉãdG ∞jöüàdGh áª∏µdG øe ∫shC’G ±ô◊G

äÉ¶MÓŸG øjhóJ øe I/ºu∏©ŸG Úµªàd ; mAõL uπ oc nôNBG Qsô≤ŸG ÜÉàµdG Ëƒ≤J áfÉÑà°SG OGôjEG `6



. sˆG ¿PEÉH ôªà°ùŸGh ±OÉ¡dG ôjƒ£àdGh πjó©à∏d äÉs«FôŸGh

. Qsô≤ŸG ÜÉàµdG ™LGôeh QOÉ°üe ôcòH ... t»ª∏©dG ≥«KƒàdG `7

¬JGÈN º«¶æJh è¡æŸG AÉæH - Ék«fÉK

 »u£¨oj å«ëH IóM nh uπc ‘ äGQÉ¡ŸG èeO ¢SÉ°SCG ≈∏Y ( Say it in English ) Qsô≤e πjó©J s”

,çtóëàdGh ,´Éªà°S’Gh ,IAGô≤dGh ,äÉª∏µdGh ,(Language Functions) á¨∏dG ∞FÉXhh ,óYGƒ≤dG

; mäGQÉ¡e øe ≥Ñ°S Ée ≈∏Y õucôJ á£°ûfCG ≈∏Y ¢ShQódG äƒàMÉa .äÉÑjQóàdGh ,äÉs«Jƒ°üdGh ,≥£ædGh

. (Communicative Purpose) ÖWÉîàdGh π°UGƒà∏d á¨∏dG ΩGóîà°SG øe ¢Vô¨dG …uODƒàd

: IQÉ`¡e uπ oc ‘ áeóîà°ùŸG ÇOÉÑŸGh ≥FGô£dG á°ûbÉæe »∏j Éª«ah

 É¡JÉeGóîà°SGh á¨∏dG ∞FÉXh ¢SÉ°SCG ≈∏Y ¬à≤jôW ‘ Qô≤ŸG óªà©j : á¨t∏dG ∞FÉXhh óYGƒ≤dG `1

¢UÉî°TC’G ∞°Uhh í«ë°üdG âbƒdG ójó–h ás«ëàdG AÉ≤dEG : πãe áØ∏àîŸG ∞bGƒŸGh ás«eƒ«dG IÉ«◊G ‘

¢ü«î∏J ™e .äÉÑjQóàdGh ¢ShQódG ∫ÓN øe ás«éjQóJ á≤jô£H äAÉL ó≤∏a á¨∏dG óYGƒb ÉseCG .AÉ«°TC’Gh

.∫hóL πµ°T ≈∏Y IóM nh πc ájÉ¡f ‘ É¡d

 ÉÃ á¨∏dG ºt∏©J ‘ äÉFóàÑŸGh ÚFóàÑª∏d É¡à«uªgCG ¢SÉ°SCG ≈∏Y äÉª∏µdG QÉ«àNG sº`J : äGOôØŸG `2

IQÉàîŸG ™£≤dG ájò¨àH ás«eƒ«dG IÉ«◊G ‘ áØ∏àîŸG ∞bGƒŸG øe ójó©dG ‘ π°UGƒàdGh ÖWÉîàdG øe øuµÁ

ÜÉ°ùàcG øe I/ò«ª∏àdG Úµªàd ≈©°ùJ á£°ûfCG ≈∏Y ÜÉàµdG iƒàMGh .É¡H IAGô≤dGh áKOÉëŸGh ´Éªà°SÓd

.Ö«cGÎdGh äGOôØŸG

 ¬«∏Y ¿ƒµj ¿CG ™sbƒàoj És‡ kÓ«∏b ≈∏YCG - xΩÉY mπµ°ûH - IAGô≤dG ™£b OGóYEGh QÉ«àNG s” : IAGô`≤dG `3

∂dòd áÄ«¡àdG ™e ás«eƒ«dG IÉ«◊G ‘ ¬à°SQÉ‡ øµÁ Ésª`e má∏ãeCÉH ∞jô©à∏d ∂dPh ;äÉFóàÑŸGh ÚFóàÑŸG iƒ`à°ùe

.á©£≤dG º¡a ≈∏Y IóYÉ°ùª∏d ÌcCG hCG lÖjQóJ IAGô≤dG n™£b ÖMÉ°üojh .π°ü`ØdG uƒL ‘

 õ«cÎdG s” ó≤a Gòd ... á¨∏dG ÜÉ°ùàcG ‘ ¤hC’G IQÉ¡ŸG ´Éªà°S’G IQÉ¡e tó©oJ : ´Éªà°S’G `4



; IAGô≤dG ‘ ¬«∏Y óªà©ŸG ¬JGP Üƒ∏°SC’G ΩGóîà°SG sº`J óbh . ∫só©ŸG è¡æŸG ‘ ÈcCG mπµ°ûH É¡«∏Y

»`àdG ás«≤«≤◊G áu«eƒ«dG ∞bGƒŸG ‘ IQuôµàŸG ásjƒ¨∏dG äÉeGóîà°S’G øe á∏ãeCG I/ò«ª∏àdG AÉ£YEÉH ∂dPh

.Év«©jÖW ´Éªà°S’G É¡«a ¿ƒµj

 IÉcÉëŸ ás«YÉª÷Gh ás«FÉæãdG á£°ûfC’G ‘ - kIOÉY - åjóë∏d I/ò«ª∏à∏d á°UôØdG ≈£©oJ : çtó`ëàdG `5

IóM ≈∏Y I/ò«ª∏J uπµd u…OôØdG ΩÉªàg’G ¬«LƒJ áHƒ©°U ≈∏Y Ö∏¨à∏dh ,äÉKOÉ øe ™bGƒdG ‘ ºàj Ée

¢Uô◊G ™e ,øµeCG ¿EG I/ò«ª∏J πµd ás°UÉN ájÉæY AÓjEG ø°ùëà°ùŸG øeh - kÓãe - u∞°üdG ‘ Oó©dG IÌµd ;

ábódG ≈∏Y ¢ù«dh ábÓ£dG ≈∏Y ¿ƒµj ¿CG óH ’ õ«cÎdÉa ;É¡©«ªL ¢ù«dh AÉ£NC’G øe RQÉÑdG Öjƒ°üJ ≈∏Y

QÉ¶àf’G »¨Ñæj PEG ΩÓµdG AÉæKCG ‘ CÉ£ÿG Öjƒ°üJ ÚM I/ò«ª∏àdG á©WÉ≤e ÖæŒ ™e .á¨∏dG ΩGóîà°SG ‘

.isODƒŸG •É°ûædG øe hCG ¬æe AÉ¡àf’G ≈`àM

 AÉ£YEGh ,∞`°UƒdÉc IOuó©àe k’Éµ°TCG òNCÉJ É k≤HÉ°S ™ÑsàŸÉc ∫só©ŸG Qô≤ŸG ‘ áHÉàµdG s¿EG : á`HÉ`àµdG `6

.IóYÉ°ùŸG äÉª∏µdGh á∏Ä°SC’Gh Qƒ°üdG ∫ÓN øe ∂dPh zπFÉ°SôdG{ äÉHÉ£ÿG áHÉàch ájGhôdGh äÉª«∏`©àdG

áHÉàc I/ò«ª∏àdG øe Ö∏£o«a äGô≤ØdG áHÉàc sº`K πª o r÷G áHÉàc ≈∏Y õ«cÎdG §u°SƒàŸG ∫hC’G ∞°üdG ‘ CGóÑjh

¿ƒµJ (ás«eƒ«dG IÉ«◊ÉH á∏°U ¬d É‡) ás«°üî°ûdG äÉeÉªàg’ÉH ≥s∏©àJ äÉYƒ°Vƒe øY ÌcCG hCG πª oL ¢ùªN

.äÉeƒ∏©ŸG ∫OÉÑJh ÜÉ©dC’Gh ,óYGƒ≤dG äÉÑjQóJ :πãe á£°ûfC’G ás«≤Ñd É k°SÉ°SCG

 äÉØjô©àdG : πª`°ûJ §u°SƒàŸG ∫shC’G u∞°üdG ÜÉàc ‘ ás«°SÉ°SC’G äÉYƒ°VƒŸG s¿EG :äÉYƒ°VƒŸG `7

,º«∏©`àdG ,ásë°üdG ,øjôNB’G ¢UÉî°TC’G ™e äÉbÓ©dG ,IöSC’G ,ø¡ŸG ,ás«eƒ«dG IÉ«◊G ,∫õ`æŸG ,ás«°ü`î°ûdG

∫ƒM QhóJ äÉª∏µdG ∂æH ‘ áesó≤ŸG äÉª∏µdG s¿EÉa ÖdÉ¨dG ‘h . ïdEG ... ÜGöûdG ,ΩÉ©£dG ,¥tƒ`°ùàdG

.≥Ñ°S Ésª`e sÚ©oe ´ƒ°Vƒe

 äGAÉæëf’Gh •ƒ£ÿG øe G kAóH §ÿG äÉs«°SÉ°SCG AÉ£YEÉH §°SƒàŸG ∫shC’G ∞°üdG ÜÉàc CGóÑj : t§`ÿG ` 8

≈∏Y mäÉÑjQóJ ÜÉàµdG øsª°†àj Éªc .πª÷Gh äÉª∏µdGh ±ôMC’G áHÉàc s nºK ≈`æªo«dG ¤EG iöùo«dG á¡÷G øe

I/ò«ª∏àdG ÖjQóJ I/ºu∏©ŸG ≈∏Yh (Punctuation & Capitalization) º«bÎdGh §«≤æàdG äÉs«°SÉ°SCG

ÜÉàc ‘ ∂dP Öàµ«d ;áKÓK sº`K øjô£°S sº`K ô£°S AÉ£YEÉH ∂dP ‘ êtQóàdG ™e Év«eƒj u§ÿG IOƒL ≈∏Y



. (four lined notebook) ásjõ«∏‚E’G á¨∏dÉH u¢UÉÿG ÎaódG ‘h •É°ûædG

‘ É¡às«ªgCÉH ÉkfÉÁEG äÉs«Jƒ°üdG ÇOÉÑe AÉ£YEÉH CGóÑj ∫só©ŸG Qô≤ŸG s¿EG (Phonics) : äÉ«Jƒ°üdG `9  

±ôMC’G ºK ,(Consonant) áæcÉ`°ùdG ±ôMC’G AÉ£YEG øe G kAóH ∂`dPh .AÉé¡dGh IAGô≤dGh ≥£ædG ºt∏©J

. ∂dòd á©LGôŸG ¢SQO ‘ láëØ°U ¢üs°üîoJh èjQóàdÉH (Vowels) ácsôë`àŸG

áØ∏à ≥FGô£H (Spelling) AÉé¡dG  ≈∏Y äÉÑjQóJ ÜÉàµdG  øsª°†àj :  AÓeE’Gh  oAÉé¡dG `10

AÓeE’G I/º∏©ŸG ≈∏Yh .(áë«ë°üdG áª∏µdG áaô©eh , áª∏µdG OÉéjEG ,±ôMC’G Ö«JôJ ,á`°übÉf ±ôMCG)

.πbC’G ≈∏Y Év«YƒÑ°SCG IóMGh kIsôe ô£°SCG áKÓK ¤EG mô£°S øe

 IóM nh ¢ü«°üîJ s” á¨∏dG ºt∏©J ‘ á°SQÉªŸGh ≥«Ñ£àdG ás«ªgC’ : á`©LGôŸGh äÉ`ÑjQóàdG `11

»u£ öJ ,É¡ p©«ªL pá©HQC’G äGóMƒdG ‘ ¢S pQ oO ÉsªY øjQÉ“ …ƒà– ,äGóMh ™HQCG πc »∏J á©LGôª∏d á∏eÉc

äÉÑjQóàdG uπëH ΩÉ«≤dG óæY ás«ª°SQ ÒZ á≤jô£H I/ò«ª∏àdG AGOCG Ëƒ≤àd É¡eGóîà°SG øµÁh ,ásaÉc äGQÉ¡ŸG

.(ô£°SCG á©HQCG ásjõ«∏‚EG á¨d ÎaO) u¢UÉÿG ÎaódG ‘ á∏Ä°SC’G áHÉLEGh

 ≥jƒ°ûàdG öüæY ƒg ÜÉàµdG πjó©J óæY »YhQ ób Évª¡e G kAóÑe ¿EG  : õ«ØëàdGh ≥jƒ°ûàdG `12

äÒàNG ó≤dh .ÌcCG ás«∏YÉØH á¨t∏dG ÜÉ©«à°SG »æ©j Ée ; uº∏©àdG ¤EG oõ pØ rn– ábuƒ°ûŸG OGƒŸÉa .IÉ£©ŸG IOÉŸG ‘

.√ÉÑàf’G ÜòŒ »`àdG ™bGƒŸG ≈∏Y õ«cÎdG ™e ,IÒãe á≤FÉ°T ¿ƒµàd á≤FÉa ájÉæ©H äÉYƒ°VƒŸG
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Unit 9

On the RoadOn the Road
In this unit you are going to:

  = ask for and give directions.

  = give instructions.

  = learn about road signs.

  = listen to people, giving directions and following them   

 on a map.

  = read about maps.

  = write a paragraph, giving directions to a place.
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Lesson 1

Where do you see these signs?
What are they for?
Match the signs with the instructions .
a. Go straight         b. Turn right 
c. U turn             d. Don’t turn left 
e. Dead end f. Don’t enter

A.  Listen and practise.

Secretary : Al Faisalyah High School. Can I help you?

Mr. Hamid : Yes , can you tell me the way to your school?

 Secretary : Certainly. Where are you now?

Mr. Hamid : I’m on Malek Road near the Chinese restaurant.

 Secretary : The school isn’t very far. Just, go straight ahead

                    on Malek Road. Then, turn left on Corniche Road.

                    On your right, you’ll see a park. Go past the park,

                    you’ll come to a bridge .

Mr. Hamid : Is it before or after the bridge?

 Secretary : You’ll have to go under the bridge, then turn right into a small lane.

                    AlFaysalia High School is at the corner on your left. You can’t miss it.

B. Is it important to give clear directions? Why?

Discussion

Conversation

Grammar

Where are you now ? I’m on Malek Road near the Chinese restaurant. past

near

before

after

under

over

Can you tell me the 

way to ----------- ?

Go straight ahead on this road .

 Turn left on Corniche Road.

Go past the wedding hall.

Go under the bridge and turn right.

Prepositions of place
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Lesson  1

A.  Look at the map and complete the sentences.

1.  A: Excuse me, is there a mosque ___________ the post office ?

      B: Yes, there’s one ____________ the bridge . It’s about a five-minute walk.

2.  A: Excuse me , could you tell me how to get to the library ?

      B: Certainly. If you’re next to the mosque, go __________ the bridge. Then, go

           straight ahead __________ Corniche Road. On the right , you’ll see the post

          office and then the library.

B. In pairs: Choose a location on the map above.  Ask your partner how to get 

there. Your partner will give you directions. Use prepositions of place.
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Lesson 2

A. Ameen is following directions to get to different places in the city.  Now he is at 
     the parking lot on Prince Sultan Road. Look at the map and follow the directions  
     you hear. Then, write the name of each place that Ameen goes to.

A. ______________________   B. _______________________  C. ________________________

A.  -   In which lesson do you use maps ?
-   Are maps important ?
-   What do you use maps for ? When ?

Listening

Reading
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Lesson  2

What are maps? Let us draw a very simple map to find out what it is.  Take a
piece of plain paper.  Place your hand on it.  Then, with a 
pencil draw around your fingers and thumb. Make sure that
you outline each one carefully. Remove your hand from the
paper. Mark your finger nails and knuckles.  Now you have
a ‘map’ of your hand. 

There are different kinds of maps: like the world map, the 
city map, the road map, the street and house maps.  We use
 directions on a map to show us places.  The main directions
 are east, west, north and south. A compass rose is used to
 see the directions. 

Maps also show size, climate and physical features such as rivers, mountains and 
deserts of a country. Signs or symbols are used to show things on the map. Symbols 
replace words by pictures to make the map easier to understand.  These symbols are 
shown in a small box called the ‘key’ or ‘legend’ given on the side of a map.

Now, let’s look at a map of the Middle East. What does it tell us? It shows that it is 
the meeting place of three continents. It has some of the hottest and driest deserts in 
the world. Two important rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates, flow from the mountains
of Turkey across the deserts of Syria and Iraq. The region is important because it has 
large reserves of oil and natural gas.

B. First read the map on page 76  carefully.  Then, read the questions and answer them.
1.  What does the map ‘key’ tell you ?
 a. The names of countries.
 b. The meanings of the symbols on the map.
 c. The colours of flags.
2.  What does the ‘compass rose’ in the upper right corner tell you?
 a. Time.
 b. Distance.
 c. Direction.
3.  Name three countries that have oil.

4.  Which country is north of Syria?

5.  What is the capital city of Afghanistan?

6.  Which country covers a larger area, Saudi Arabia or Iran?

Map ReadingMap Reading
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Lesson 3

A B A B A B

circle triangle

square diamond

A.  Listen and practise.
Instructor : Khalid , is this the first time you’re taking driving lessons?
    Khalid : Yes, I’m very excited about it.
Instructor : Good . Buckle up ! Remember to look at the road
                    signs carefully. You must keep them in mind while driving.
     Khalid : Sure, I will. 

      Instructor : Look ! There’s a road sign. It’s a white circle with 
                             a black arrow pointing to the left. What does it mean?                

    Khalid : It shows you can turn left.
     Instructor : What about that triangle at the end of the road ?

    Khalid : Oh, that’s a danger sign.
B. Listen to the rest of the conversation. What other sign does the instructor ask about ? 
     Can you find it ?
C. Do you follow rules ? Why is it important to follow rules ?

Vocabulary

Grammar

Conversation

Match each shape in column A with its name in column B. Then, add two more 
shapes to the list.

Affirmative Negative

Buckle up!

Go straight ahead. Don’t go straight.

Cross the road. Don’t cross the road.

Turn left at the corner. Don’t turn left at the corner.

Imperative
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A.  Look at these road signs, write down the instructions.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. ___________________________________            4.   ___________________________
2. ___________________________________            5.   ___________________________
3. ___________________________________            6.   ___________________________
B.  Do you know any other signs? Draw one .
C. In pairs: Show the sign to your partner and let him/her tell you what it means.

Lesson  3

I live on 40th Street. People usually come to my house through Assalamah Road. 
Go south towards 40th Street. You will see a fast food restaurant on your left. 
Near the restaurant is a huge supermarket. My mother shops there on Thursdays.  
Between Najd Supermarket and the restaurant there is a small toyshop .
At the corner of Assalamah and 40th Street, there is a pharmacy which is open all day.  
Turn left on to 40th Street, until you come to a mosque.  Next to the mosque , there is a 
boys’ school. My house is opposite this mosque, on the other side of the road.

1. ____________________________
__
2. ____________________________
__
3. ____________________________
__
4. ____________________________
__
5. ____________________________
__

A. Read the paragraph and write the names of the buildings on the lines .

B. Turn to your workbook page 3  exercise B, and draw a map of your street.  
    Choose a place on the map. Write a paragraph, giving directions to it.

Writing
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cap cup

hat hut

bag bug

ran run

pan pun

cat cut

Short u sound is also written as: 
ou ( country – double – trouble – cousin ).
o ( come – some – glove – cover ).

Short a Short u

C.  Tick the word you recognize from the box above in each sentence you hear.

D.  Read the paragraph.  Write the words with short ( a ) and short ( u ) in the  
      table below.

I have a lot of fun, driving my two younger brothers and my cousins to the health club. 
They have one boxing class a week, and my cousin always forgets his boxing gloves. 
The instructor makes him jump a hundred times as a punishment.

                          Short  a as in cap               Short  u  as in cup

B.

Unit 9

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A.  Listen and repeat.
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Lesson  4 

Listen to conversations 1 and 2 and complete the directions then write what each 
person wants . 

Conversation 1 Conversation 2

(1) Go _________________ Tahlia street.

(2) Turn _______________ into 60th  street, 
      then go straight ahead into downtown.

(3) The bookshop is ____________ the post
      office. It’s _____________ the mosque. 

(1) Go _________________ 40th

       street.
(2) Turn ____________ into Aziziyah 
      street.

(3) The pharmacy is ____________ 
      the shoe shop , _____________ 
      the restaurant .

Negative

Don’t

go fast.

fall!

turn right.

cheat!

Prepositions of Place

   past
   near
   ahead
   before
   after
   under
   over

Complete the instructions below with verbs. Use don’t + verb where necessary. 
      
1. _____________ in pairs.                         2. _____________ sweets in class.
3. _____________ to the tape.                4. _____________ the sentences on the board.
5. _____________ out of the window.         6. _____________ so much noise.

Grammar Summary

In pairs: Your school is planning a walk across the city from Hira International Market to 
the Ship and Plane Roundabout. Choose the way you want to get there. Turn to page 77 
on your map, draw your route with a pencil. Do not show your map to your partner. Take 
turns, describing your route to your partner.  He/She follows your directions using his/her 
map. If he/she gets lost, try again.

Listening

Speaking

Affirmative
Slow down.

Look out!

Turn left.

Study hard.
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MemoriesMemories

Unit 10

In this unit you are going to:

  = talk about past events and experiences.

  = describe people’s characters.

  = listen to someone, describing others.

  = read about a special memory.

  = write a paragraph about a special memory.
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Lesson 1

-  Which of these do you remember?
              0  Your first friend                                0  Your first teacher

               0  Your first cooking class                  0  Your first bicycle / toy.

A.  Listen and practise.

     Dina: Fauziah, meet Fatin my first friend ever.

    Fauziah: Hi, Fatin. When did you meet Dina ?

    Fatin: I met her at the nursery school. We went to school

                 together.

     Dina: Do you remember our first day at school ?

    Fatin: Uh-huh, it’s a fond memory I have.

    Fauziah: Tell me about it.

     Dina: Our moms were good friends. They took us to

                  school and introduced us there.

    Fatin: Dina was a shy, well-behaved, four-year-old.

     Dina: And you were a happy and friendly little girl.

                 When our moms slipped out of the room,

                 I felt very sad.

    Fatin: I did too. Then, we ran and put our arms around

                 each other and cried loudly, Ma-Ma!

B.  Is it important to have friends? Why?
 
C.  List four words that describe Dina and Fatin.

       –————————  –————————

       –————————  –————————

Discussion

Conversation
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Lesson  1 

B. In groups:  -  Talk about your first day at school. Ask questions and give true
                        answers.

                                 -  How old were you?                    -  What school did you go to?

                           -  What was your teacher like?    -   What did you do? 

                        -  Say who had the funniest experience in your group and why?

Grammar

1.  A:  When _______ you _______ (meet) 
           Hasan?   
     B:  I ___________ him last week. He is a
          shy person.

3. A: How _______ you _______ (pass) this
         difficult exam?                                   
                                                                          
     B: A clever friend___________ (help) 
         me study. 

2. A: ______ you  _____ (do) any thing
        special last weekend?                       

   B:  Yes. I ___________ (go) for a picnic
         and met many of my friends there.

0When did you meet Dina?

0What was she like?

0 When did you go to a camp?

0 Did you do anything special?

0 Where did you study for the

     exam?

0 I met her at the nursery school.

0 She was shy and well behaved.

0 I went two years ago.

0 Yes, we did. We went on a

      school trip yesterday.

0 I studied in the library.

     I worked hard to learn it.

slip 
study
work

slipped 
studied
worked

Irregular verbs

do
go

have
meet

 see
teach

did 
went
had 
met 
saw
taught

A.  Complete the conversations. Then, practise with a partner.

Past Tense Regular verbs
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Lesson 2

A.  Look at the pictures. Read the adjectives. Can you think of three more                    
character adjectives that describe people? Write them on the lines below.

       
            friendly              happy              talkative                 shy                  naughty   

     0  _________________            0  _________________            0  _________________      
                  

B.  Choose at least three adjectives to describe a friend.

     My friend is _____________ , _____________ , and _____________.

 -  Listen to a teacher talking about her, students. Tick the adjective used to 
     describe each student. 
                                  

Name
            Adjective shy happy talkative naughty

Maryam

Ameera

Fatima

Salma 

Vocabulary

Listening
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A.  Do you remember a special moment in your childhood?    
B.  Read the title and the first two sentences. What do you think this reading is about?     

    -    A sad memory.
- A story in the past.

Lesson  2 

C.  What does each underlined word mean? Read each word in the context then
     circle the right answer .
1. Line 4: “proud” means
      a.  to be unhappy and sad.                     b.  to behave very badly.
                                  c.  to be pleased by something.

2. Line 7: “exhibits” means
      a.  things for everyone to see.                 b.  places teachers can go to.
                                  c.  flags you can buy.

D.  Read each question. Then circle the right answer:
1. Where did the writer live before he came to the United States?
    a. the United Arab Emirates.            b.  Saudi Arabia.          c. the United Kingdom.

2.What is the main idea of this reading?
     a.  An unhappy childhood memory.       b. Going to school in another country.
                            c.  A child’s love for his country.

E.  Read the question and give a complete answer.
     - Why do you think the teacher and the writer’s classmates were ‘touched’
        by his action?

One of my happiest memories is of my elementary school days in USA.
I was nine years old when my family moved to America. I liked life 
in the United States and got used to it easily. However, I was always 
proud of being a Saudi national. One day, the school took us 
on a field trip to the John F. Kennedy Centre in Washington DC.
The centre was full of interesting things to see. I listened carefully 
to what the tour guide and our teacher had to say about the 
exhibits. I wanted to get home and tell my family about the exhibits. To leave the 
centre, we had to pass the Hall of Flags. The guide told us that the flag of every
country in the world hangs in this hall. Hurriedly my eyes searched for the Saudi flag.
I simply stood under it and saluted it. My teacher and classmates were touched by 
my patriotism. They spent the rest of the day telling everyone how wonderful it was 
for a child to love his country so much. It was a memorable day indeed.

Reading

A memorable DayA memorable Day
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Lesson 3

A.  Listen and practise.
   Hatim: Dad, grandfather sent this old photo album 
             for you yesterday.

                 Rashed: Let’s look at the pictures.
   Hatim: Where’s this? Where are you here? 
  Father: That’s me with your uncles in front of our
                camp in Riyadh . We used to spend a week
                 in the desert every spring break.
 Rashed: Did you enjoy yourselves?
  Father: It was great!
   Hatim:  How did you spend your time?
  Father:  We used to get up early in the morning to 
                 jog. Then, we had a big breakfast. Our
                 mom made the most delicious “henaini”
                 for us.   Hatim: Sounds like fun.

B.  Do you collect little things that remind you of special moments? Why ?

Conversation

Grammar

 Mom cooked bread.
             (v.)        (o.) 
 We all ate it.
            (v.) (o.)
  Grandfather sent this album.
                          (v.)       (o.)              

(bread _ it _ this album) are all objects. (o)

The object comes after the verb. (v)

A.  Read the sentences. Then, underline the verbs and circle the direct objects.
    1. Nasir collected stamps.

    2. He bought a new album.

    3. He put the stamps in it.

    4. He took the album to school.

    5. He showed it to his friends.

Direct Object
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Lesson  3 

summer camp     bicycle 
paint                     sleeping bag
swim                      desert
tent                       collect stamps 
zoo                        fun fair  
                              circus 

Places Hobbies Things

A.  Complete the chart with words from the list. Add one 
      more word to each category. Then, compare with
      a partner .

Childhood
memories

Writing

Some verbs can take two objects: a direct object (D.O.) and an indirect object (I.O.)

Hatim gave  the album to his father.

             (V.)       (D.O.)            (I.O.)

Our mom made “bread” for  us.

                   (V.)       (D.O.)          (I.O.)

Verbs that take indirect objects: (two objects) 

give      buy      lend       show      order      pass      
send     write     make      tell          

B.  Read the sentences. Then, circle the direct object and put a line under the 
     indirect object.     

1. Nadia painted a picture for her aunt.

2. She showed it to her dad.

3. Her father was happy. He sent it to his sister.

4. Her aunt wrote a thank - you note to them.

5. She also gave some money to Nadia.

6. Nadia bought an interesting book for herself. 

C.  Choose three verbs from the box above. Use them to tell your partner about
      something you remember.

Direct and Indirect objects
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B. In pairs:   Use the words in the chart to talk about a childhood memory. Try to  
    remember something special like “ I went to ………………... on holiday ”, not  
    something routine like “I went  shopping”. It should be a time when you were  
    scared, embarrassed, happy or sad. 

C. Complete the chart below. Tell the story to your partner in three minutes. Be 
      sure to say who, what , when and where.

D. Turn to your work, book page 9. Then write a paragraph a bout your special
    memory .

Unforgettable
memory

Event

---------------------------------------

---------------------------------------

---------------------------------------

People

---------------------------------------

---------------------------------------

---------------------------------------

Place

---------------------------------------

---------------------------------------

---------------------------------------

Things

---------------------------------------

---------------------------------------

---------------------------------------

Lesson  3 
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hut hot

bucks box

cluck clock

cup cop

jug jog

luck lock

                          Short  u as in cup   

B.

C. Tick the word you recognize from the box above in each sentence you hear.         
D. Read the paragraph. Write the words with the short u and short o sounds
     in the table.

Short u Short o

Short o sound is also written as:
wa _  wash, watch, wallet,

          wasp, waffle, wand.

 The clock struck ten and woke the baby up. I 

lifted him up from the cot and gave him a hug. 

Then, I washed my hands and poured the milk 

from the jug into the cup. The baby refused to 

drink it because it was too hot. I left him to play 

with the toy pup while I was cooling the milk. He 

was quiet and caused me no trouble.

Unit 10

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A.  Listen and repeat.

Short  o  as in cot
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Past Tense

Lesson  4 

Grammar Summary

Did 

I
you
we

they
he
she
it

go to school?

play?

Yes,
I

you
we

they
he
she

it

did. 
(affirmative)

No,
didn’t.

(negative)

What

did

I
you
we      

they
he
she
it

give the girls? I 
You
We

They
He
She

gave them presents.

wrote it last week.
saluted it in the Hall of 
Flags.

When write the letter ?

Where salute the flag ?          

                                                               

Subject  Verb Direct Object

The girl loved her country.

We passed the Hall of Flags.

They saluted the flag.

Subject Verb Direct Object Indirect Object

The guide

The girl

I

gave

told

showed

postcards

the story

the picture
to

the principal.
her parents.
Salem.

Yes/No Questions

Wh / Questions

Direct Object

Indirect Object
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Circle the direct object and underline the indirect object in each sentence. Then 
write questions.

1. Nuha showed her wedding pictures to us.

___________________________________________________ ?  ( What )

2. I got some ice cream for the children last night.

      ___________________________________________________ ? ( When )

3. Badr broke the news to his father in the car.

      ___________________________________________________ ? ( Where )

4. I gave the money back to him.

      ___________________________________________________ ? ( Yes/No)

5. He did not send the box to Ali.

      ___________________________________________________ ? ( Yes/No)

 

_ Listen to Majid talking about a special childhood memory. Put the events in 
   order.
     
     …...…Majid climbed up the tree to             …..… Majid decided to get the
              get the mangoes.                                            mangoes. 
                                         
   …..… Majid’s mother got him a basket     ..…… Majid broke his leg.
              full of mangoes.      
                                      
   …..… Majid was in class.                                      …..… Majid saw mangoes on a tree in
                                                                                          the back yard.

   …..… Majid fell off the tree.                          …..… Majid waited until after school.

In groups:  Play “ Tell your group”.  The teacher will give you instructions . Follow   
                   them carefully .

Lesson  4 

Listening

Speaking
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At the Doctor’sAt the Doctor’s

Unit 11

In this unit you are going to :

  = talk about illness and health problems.

  = give advice.

  = make appointments.

  = listen to people, talking about their illnesses.

  = read someone’s diary.

  = write your diary.
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Lesson 1

-  Do you know these places?
- Why do people go there?

- What is the difference between them?

- When was the last time you went to a hospital? Why?      
 

A.  Listen and practise.
1.   Receptionist: Dr. Habeeb’s clinic.

         Talal: Hello, this is Talal Asa’ad. Can I make
                   an appointment with Dr. Habeeb on
                   Monday the 16th?    

      Receptionist: When would you like to come?

         Talal: In the evening.
      Receptionist: Can you come at five?

         Talal: That’ll be fine.

2.   Dr. Habeeb: Hello, Mr. Asa’ad. What’s the problem?

                   Talal: I have a terrible earache. It really hurts.
     Dr. Habeeb: Let me take a look. Your ear is infected. 
                            You should use these ear drops thrice a day.

                 You shouldn’t use your cell phone. You’ll feel better soon.                
                   Talal: Thank you, doctor.

B.  Before going to the doctor, do you give charity or ask Allah to cure you?

Discussion

Conversation

Grammar

Should Shouldn’t

You should stay at home. You shouldn’t talk on the cell phone.

You should go to bed. You shouldn’t go to work.

Should as Advice
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A.  Complete the conversation between Lama and her little brother Sari.
      Use should / shouldn’t.

Lama: You _____________ eat chocolate. You must lose weight.

             Sari: I can’t. I love chocolate. Maybe I _______________ eat too much.

Lama: You _______________ also exercise.

    Sari: Exercise? You know I don’t like to exercise.

Lama: But you like playing football. Maybe you __________ play it more often.

    Sari: You’re right. I really should.

Lama: Last but not least. You _____________ eat junk food.

    Sari: No way! I like hamburgers. You know something. Maybe I ____________ 

                     diet, I like the way I am.

B. In pairs:
    1.  Look at the complaints. Then give advice using should or shouldn’t.

e.g.
 A: I have a bad cough.

 B: You should drink lemon and honey.

C. Choose an illness. Make an appointment with a receptionist, using time expressions .  
     The receptionist fills the cards. Exchange roles.

Illness: _____________________________

Doctor:  ___________________________

Date : _____________________________

Time :  _____________________________

Illness: _____________________________

Doctor:  ___________________________

Date : _____________________________

Time :  _____________________________

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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B.  In pairs:  Choose an illness. Describe it to your partner (don’t name it ). 
     Your partner guesses the illness and gives you an advice.

A. Listen to some people describing their health problems . Match each person’s  
     name with the problem and time . Write the numbers in the boxes.

Name Problem when

1. Basil c dizzy c this morning

2. Asim c sunstroke c last week

3. Ibraheem c chicken pox c yesterday

4. Dalal c food poisoning c last month 

B. Compare your answers with a partner.

Lesson 2

Vocabulary

Listening

A.  Match the pictures with the words.

c chicken pox       c food poisoning        c dizzy
c sunstroke             c swollen ankle           c cough

1.            2.         3.

4.            5.         6.

He has a __________              She feels ____________              She’s got  ____________

He has __________              He’s got a ____________           He has a  ____________
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A.  Do you write a diary?
B.  Read Mariam’s diary. What is the main idea? Choose the right answer.

- Mariam’s week at home.
- Mariam’s school day.
- Mariam’s little brother.

C.   Name  the day.
- Mariam didn’t go to school. –––––––––––––––––––
- Mariam felt her parents cared more for her brother. –––––––––––––––––––
- Mariam  was happy to go to school. –––––––––––––––––––
- Mariam’s father brought her flowers. –––––––––––––––––––
- Waleed hurt himself. –––––––––––––––––––
- Mariam got a box of chocolate. –––––––––––––––––––

D.  Match the words to their meanings.
1. pharmacy                 - a written instruction by the doctor for a medicine.
2. prescription               - some thing for keeping flowers.
3. a vase                        - a place where you buy medicine.

18 Tuesday 
Waleed got out of the hospital.

Mom and dad were very
worried about my brother.
What about me! 
 
19   Wednesday  

I felt better. I could get up.
Grandmother came in with a 
big box of chocolate. I love 
chocolate.

20  Thursday          
The weekend!!   

I can go back to school on
Saturday.
I am very HAPPY!

Reading

June  
15  Saturday

When I got up, I felt ill. I went 
back to bed. Mom called the
doctor. But he couldn’t come
because he was busy. 
       
16 Sunday    

The doctor came at 11o’clock.
He said I had the flu.
He wrote a  prescription. Dad
went to the pharmacy and got
the medicine. It tasted horrible. 
    
17 Monday

Dad bought me some really
nice flowers. I put them in a
vase but my little brother broke
the vase and cut himself. 
  Mom took him to the hospital.
   I took my medicine again.
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Lesson 3

Conversation

Grammar

A.  Listen and practise.
 Principal: Why were you absent last week?

  Waleed: I was ill.
 Principal: What was wrong?

  Waleed: My ankle was swollen. I fell off my bike.                 
 Principal: What did you do?

  Waleed: I saw a doctor. He bandaged my 
                 ankle and asked me to stay in bed.
 Principal: Did you follow his advice?

  Waleed: Yes, I did.
 Principal: How does it feel now?

  Waleed:  It’s much better, thank you.
                       Here’s a letter of excuse from my father.
B. How do you catch up with your lessons when you’re absent?

Questions with the Past Tense of ‘Be’

Where were you last week?
What was wrong with your ankle?

Were Layla and Noor in the dispensary at 5.30p.m. ?

Was Mariam at the clinic yesterday?

I was at home.
My ankle was swollen.
Yes, they were.
No, they weren’t.
Yes, she was.
No, she wasn’t.

A. Complete the conversations with the past tense of ‘Be’.
    1. A:  Why ________ you late for class?          2.   A:  ________ you at the dispensary?

         B:  Sorry, I ________at the school clinic.           B:  Yes, I ________.
        A:  _______ Salem with you?                               A:  _______ Maisa and Nuha there?

         B:  No, he ________ . I ________ alone.             B:  Yes, they________. 
                                                                                                                                                 

B. Look at the illnesses in the vocabulary section on page 24.
1. Think about the last time you had any of the illnesses. Where were you? Was 
      it very painful?  Did you go to the doctor?  Was the medicine good?            

    2.  Your partner tries to guess the illness by asking questions about what
          happened to you. Every time he/she names the illness, he/she wins a point.

Dear Mr. Akbar,
My son Waleed was unable 

to attend school last week. He 
twisted  his ankle and it swelled 

up. He had to stay in bed.
 
Kindly excuse his absence.

                                  Yours Truly,             
                               Saleh Al- Ali
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Lesson  3

Writing

13    Saturday
____________________________
____________________________ 
____________________________ 
____________________________
____________________________
   
14    Sunday
____________________________
____________________________ 
____________________________ 
____________________________
____________________________

15    Monday  
____________________________
____________________________ 
____________________________ 
____________________________

16    Tuesday
____________________________
____________________________ 
 ___________________________ 
     _________________________
     _________________________

A.  1.  Imagine you were ill last week. What was the matter?
     2.   Write your diary for the week.

B.  Turn to your workbook page 13. Choose one day from your diary and write
     a paragraph about it.

17   Wednesday
____________________________
____________________________ 
____________________________ 
____________________________
____________________________
   
18    Thursday
____________________________
____________________________ 
____________________________ 
____________________________
____________________________

19    Friday  
____________________________
____________________________ 
____________________________ 
____________________________
____________________________
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Unit 11

Bull / took.

A.

B.  Listen and repeat.
C.  Listen again. Circle the letters that stand for the vowel sound in the word you
      hear.

D.  Read the paragraph, and then underline the words that have the same sound 

     as in took and bull.

Last night I asked my mother if I could make dinner. 
So, I took my sister’s cooking book. I got a chair and
stood on it, and pulled the apron off the hook. I cut,
rolled and baked, but no one enjoyed my food. I 
don’t blame them because it was full of salt. My 
father looked at me and smiled, then I understood 
that it’s all right to try and fail.

This sound is written as u/oo
       u: pull  - full – put.
       oo: wood – book – foot.

book

pushcook

bush

bullhood

woolhook
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Lesson  4 

Grammar Summary

1. Complete the conversation. Use the past tense of the verbs in the box.

   

A :  Sameera  ____________  really ill last week.

B :  Oh! What ____________  the matter with her?

A :  She ____________ a backache and she couldn’t leave home.

B :  ____________ you visit her?

A :  Yes, I did, and I ____________ some flowers for her. They __________ beautiful.

do -  be  -  take-  have

What
was

the matter?

Why she in the hospital?

Where
were

you last week?

How many people in the clinic?

Wh-Questions

Giving Advice

He / She / It

We / You / They

should            see a doctor. 

shouldn’t        take this medicine.

Was 

I

at the dispensary   

yesterday?

last week?

an hour ago?

he
she
it

Were
we
you
they

Past Tense of Be ( was / were )

Yes / No  Questions Short Answers

Yes, I
was.he

No,
she

wasn’t.
it

Yes,
we
you
they

were.

No, weren’t.
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2. In pairs:
    Imagine you are Sameera. 
    Call the doctor’s clinic, make 
    an appointment. Your partner 
    is the receptionist. She makes 
    an appointment card. 

Listen to the conversation and complete the sentences.

Doctor Patient 

____________________ the matter ?

____________________ have a fever ?

____________________ got the flu.

You _________ stay in bed and ________ panadol.

-   ______ a terrible sore throat.

-   My body _____________

    I ______________ really tired.

Patient’s name: ____________________ 

Doctor: ____________________________

Date: ______________________________

Time: ______________________________

Listening

Speaking

In pairs then in groups : Play Ouch ! The teacher will give you instructions . Follow 
them carefully .
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Lesson 1

Listening

Vocabulary

In pairs:  Write down two 

- parts of the body that can swell.            _________________      ________________

-  character adjectives.                                   _________________      ________________                 

- shapes.                                                            _________________      ________________

- road signs.                                                       _________________      ________________

- medicines.                                                       _________________      ________________

A.  Listen to the conversation and decide which person is speaking. 

(__  __ ) Did you lift anything heavy ?

( __  __ ) Thank you doctor .

( __  __ ) I have a terrible backache .

( __  __ )  What’s the problem ?

( __  __ ) I see. Let me take a look at your back.

( __  __ ) Take a hot bath and take these painkillers twice a day . You should 

               stay in bed for the next two days.

( __  __ ) No, but I moved our living - room sofa .

B.  Now listen to the conversation again, and put it in order.
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Lesson 1

Speaking

3.  After you both tell your stories, use your drawings to help retell your partner’s
     story to him/her. If you forget any important part, your partner will help you. You 
     can add to your drawings if you want to.

2.  Student 1: Tells his/her story.
Student 2: Draws the story.
Exchange roles.

A Bad Memory from School 

In pairs:  
1 - Think of something bad that happened to you or to someone else at school. 

Your story must be about something specific that happened on a particular day

at school with particular people.  Fill in the chart below to help you remember 

the story.

My Story

Time:

Place:

People:

Things that happened:

My drawings for my partner’s story
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Listen to the conversations. Match the conversations to the pictures. Write the 
adjective that describes each person.  
        
a.                                                                  b.             
     

 

c.                                                                  d.

In groups of ten: Do a class survey. Follow your teacher’s instructions . 

If you read a map carefully , you may find something you never knew before.
Study the map on the next page and see how much you can learn , then answer
the questions given .

Lesson 2

Listening

Speaking

Reading
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Lesson 2

A. 1. Tick right ( ✓ ) or wrong ( ✕ ) 
India is bigger than Pakistan .       c      c. Ethiopia is in Africa .             c  

France lies to the west of Spain.    c         d. Europe lies to the east of Asia .       c

2. Name four countries in Europe. 
–––––––––––––––– , –––––––––––––––– , –––––––––––––––– and –––––––––––––––– .

3. Which country lies east of the Red Sea?

––––––––––––––––––––––

4. Name four islands in Asia?

–––––––––––––––– , –––––––––––––––– , –––––––––––––––– and –––––––––––––––– .

5. Which country in Europe is an island?

––––––––––––––––––––––

6. How many continents are shown on the map?

––––––––––––––––––––––
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Match the directions with the pictures.

1.  Go past the mosque.                                       3.  Turn right at the traffic light.
2.  Turn left.                                                             4.  Go straight ahead.

c c c c

Lesson 3

A. In groups: Your friend Tala/ Fahad wants to visit each one of you at his house.
                       In turn, give Tala/ Fahad directions on how to get to your house.
                                        
e.g. 
    Student A gives Tala / Fahad instructions to his house from the gas station.

Student A: “      Leave the gas station onto Al Rawdah Street. Go straight on 

                      Al Rawdah. Turn right into Salahudeen Road. Walk along Salahudeen 

                      Road. Turn right into Prince Abd Allah Road. My house is on the left at 

                      the corner of Prince Abd Allah and Olaya Street.”               

B. In your note book, write down the directions from the last house “H” back to the
    gas station.

Vocabulary

Listening

Speaking

You will hear people asking for directions
to some places. Follow the directions on
the map, and write the correct letters for
the places they are looking for. 

A. Sunset Hotel.

B. Cafe.

C. Travel agency.

D. Hospital.
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Lesson 3

A. In groups of six: Put the strip story together.
 

Step 1.  Each student should look at the strip he/she has .

Step 2.  Write the number of your strip in the box and write your sentence on the 

line.

c  ________________________________________________________________________ 

Step 3. You have one minute to read and memorize your piece of the story. You 

do not have to use the exact same words, but you need to express the same 

idea.

Step 4. The six students should stand up and try to put the story in order by 

taking turns, saying (not reading) their lines aloud.

B. Work in small groups. Write another strip story like the one in exercise A. Give 

    a funny ending.

1. ________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________________________

5. ________________________________________________________________________

6. ________________________________________________________________________

7. ________________________________________________________________________

C. Write the story as a paragraph in your notebook.

Speaking
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B.  Make six sentences in the past tense using the words in the table.

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________      

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

  4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Omar is taking an appointment for a dental checkup. Look at the appointment 
card to help you complete the conversation.

   Nurse : Dr. Khateeb’s clinic. May I help you?

Patient : _______________________________________________________________________

   Nurse : Are you a new patient?

Patient : _______________________________________________________________________

   Nurse : Your name, please?

Patient : _______________________________________________________________________

   Nurse : _______________________________________________________________________

Patient : Afternoon is the best for me.

   Nurse : _______________________________________________________________________

Patient : That’ll be fine.

   Nurse : Good , we’ll be expecting you then.

Patient : _______________________________________________________________________

Verb Direct object Indirect object

write news class
give salt sister
tell map baby

lend bottle friend
show letter brother
pass money everyone

Writing

Conversation

Doctor’s name: Khateeb                            Date :  Wed. 19th April .
Patient’s name : Omar Qabbani           Time :  6 p.m.
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Unit 13

In this unit you are going to :

  = describe cities and places.

  = make comparisons.

  = read about famous cities.

  = listen to a comparison of two cities.

  = write a paragraph about a city.
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Lesson 1

-  Do you live in a village, a town or a city?

-  What is it like?

-  Is it noisy or quiet, modern or old?

A.  Listen and practise. 

        Nuha: Welcome back, Azizah. What’s Abha like?

      Azizah:  It’s a really beautiful city. It’s very different 

                    from Jeddah. It’s smaller and quieter.

        Nuha: Isn’t it cooler, as well?

      Azizah:  Yes, that’s because it’s in the mountains.

       Nuha: What’s there to do and see.

        Aziza:  A lot. There’s AL Sowda and AL Habala. 

B. Listen to the rest of the conversation. What does Aziza say about the …

      - Scenery?

       - Shops?

C. Why do most people think their country is the best in the world?

                   

Discussion

Conversation
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Lesson  1 

A. Complete the conversation with the correct comparative forms of the adjectives 
given in the box. Use “ than” where necessary.

Mishari: Are you going to Cairo again this summer?

    Talal: No, we’re going to Beirut.

Mishari: What’s Beirut like?

    Talal: It’s ____________  Cairo. It is also ____________ .  

Mishari: Aren’t the apartments ____________ ?

    Talal: No, they aren’t. But they’re ____________ to find.

              The tickets are more expensive because Beirut is ___________  from 

              Riyadh than Cairo.              

B.  In pairs:
Use the adjectives your teacher writes on the board to compare different items.  

Grammar

small  -  quiet    -   cheap    -   far   - easy

Comparative forms of short adjectives. Adjective Comparative form

- Abha is colder than Jeddah.

- Australia is wider than England.

- The desert is hotter than the mountains.

-  The weather in Abha is healthier than the weather

   in Jeddah.

cold

wide

hot

healthy

colder than

wider than

hotter than

healthier than

In Lebanon, sightseeing is better than shopping.

Winters in Riyadh are worse than winters in Madinah.

Sydney is farther than Mumbai.

good

bad

far

better than

worse than

farther than

Comparative forms with irregular adjectives
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Lesson 2

This Red Sea port is called the Bride of the Red Sea. It is located 
on the western coast of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The area 
of the city is about 1,200 square km and the population is more
than two million. It is hot and humid throughout the year but it 
gets better and less humid in winter. The city is famous for its 
long corniche and the huge fountain which rises about 200 
metres from the sea. Tourists enjoy sightseeing the old town with 
its historical buildings.

-  Which adjective does not go with the noun?

1. city             : hot crowded happy quiet

2. mountain  : high noisy green big

3. person       : wide young beautiful well-behaved

4. building     : small clean naughty modern

A.  What cities are famous in your country? Why ?
B.   Read about some famous cities. 

Vocabulary

Reading

This small city is located between the Alps and the Jura mountains
in the southwest of Switzerland. It covers only 282 square km with 
a population of 180,000. It has a very pleasant climate but it 
becomes very cold in winter. The lake and the river Rhone add 
to the beauty of the city. The city is famous for its watch-making
industry. A huge flower clock in the city park reminds us of this
industry. Tourists like to see the famous water fountain, which is 
140 metres high.

Famous CitiesFamous Cities
1

2
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C. Which city is each reading text about?

1. c Kuwait   2.  c Paris   3. c Damascus

    c Jeddah        c London      c Cairo  

    c Sana’a                                     c Geneva      c Tunis

D. Complete the chart with information about each city.

Where is the city ? How many people 
live there?

What is special 
about it ?

What can visitors do 
there ?

1.

2.

3.

 E.  Which city would you like to visit? Why?

           

A.   Khalid and Naif are comparing Half Moon Bay in Dammam to the Corniche
       in Jeddah. Listen to their conversation and tick the correct box.

shorter and quieter warmer water clearer water better for diving

The Corniche

Half Moon Bay

B.  Which place would you like to go to? Why?

Listening

This beautiful historical city is the capital of Syria. It lies in the 
southwest of Syria on the Barada River, near the Anti-Lebanon  
Mountains. The area of this city is 105 square km and the population is 
more than1.5 million. The climate is cold in winter and hot in summer.  
There are more than 200 mosques in this city. The most important 
one is the Umayya Mosque. The city is famous for its fruit trade and 
leather and silk industry. Tourists like to see the old town with its 
historical shopping area.

3
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Lesson 3

Conversation

A.  Listen and practise.

        Saleh: Dad, which airport is bigger, King Khalid or 

                    King Abdul Aziz? 

      Father:  King Khalid Airport is bigger. It’s also more 

                    modern. It was built in ……… .

        Saleh:  But is it as busy as King Abdul Aziz Airport?

      Father:  Well,I think King Abdul Aziz Airport is busier 

                    specially during the Hajj. Every year more

                   than ……… .

        Saleh:  Ok dad, one more question. How ……… .

      Father:  But why are you asking all these questions?

        Saleh:  They’re for my homework.

      Father:  Next time, look for the answers in your book.

B.  Saleh did two wrong things, What were they?

King Khalid Airport is more modern than King 
AbdulAziz Airport.

modern more modern than

An airport is less interesting than a museum. interesting less interesting than

Comparative forms of long adjectives

Comparisons of equality as + adj + as -----

My new apartment is as big as the old one.

King Khalid Airport is not as busy as King Abdul Aziz Airport.

Grammar
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A.  Complete the paragraph with the correct form of the given adjectives.

     Circuses and funfairs are two places where families go for fun. 

     Circuses are as _________  ______(interesting) funfairs. Some 

     parents prefer circuses because they are _______  _____ (safe)

     funfairs. Circuses are _________  (small) and kids stay in one

     place. Clowns also make circuses fun. Each time they try to be

     _______ (funny).Parents don’t like to go to funfairs because they 

     are _______  ___________ (expensive). Their kids have to pay for each ride. 
 

B. In pairs:  Compare the pictures on page 85 at the back of the book. Use 
    comparative adjectives and comparisons of equality.                                               
                                                

A.  Choose a city you wish to visit. Fill in your graphic organizer with information
      about it.

B.  Turn to your workbook page 20. Use comparatives to write a paragraph about
     the city you chose and the city you live in.

Writing

City

––––––––––––

location

weatherarea

famous for
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Unit 13

A. Long a as in cake / eight

B.  Listen and repeat.

C. Listen again. Circle the letters that stand for the vowel sound in the word you 
     hear.

D.  Read the following paragraph. Underline all the words with long ( a) sound.
Last week, all eight members of my family agreed to go to Madina. I asked my 

father to go by plane, but he explained that travelling by  car would be more 

enjoyable as it would probably rain on the way. Unfortunately, on Thursday, my 

mother woke up with a bad headache. She was in a lot of pain and had to stay in 

bed. All weekend, I was taking care of my mother and my two younger sisters.

long a is also written as:

a + e     tale, cake, made, case, ake
ai           nail,  tail, rain, pain, straight, strait 
ay          bay, day, say, pray, may

eig         eight, feign, reign, weigh
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A.   Match the two parts of the rules for making comparatives. Give an example for
      each rule.

      1.  For longer adjectives.                  a) change –y into ier + than.

      2.  For adjectives ending in –y.        b) add – er + than.

      3.  For short adjectives.                     c) change completely. 

      4.  For irregular adjectives.               d) use more or less + adjectives + than.     

In pairs: Check your geographical knowledge.

Lesson  4 

Grammar Summary

Speaking

Ahmad
is

younger
than

his brother.

Jeddah
noisier 
hotter Abha.

Reading is
more
less

useful
interesting

than watching TV.

My new house is
better
worse
farther

than my old house.

A circus is
  ____

as dangerous
expensive as a funfair.

   not

Comparatives with short adjectives

Comparatives with long adjectives

Comparatives with irregular adjectives

Comparisons of equality as --- as 
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Reading

- Read and answer the questions below.

1. Which sentence best describes the main idea?  

a. It is more important to see other countries.

b. People should go sightseeing in their own countries.

2. Write the adjectives for the comparatives.

     tastier = ––––––––––––       better = ––––––––––––       friendlier = ––––––––––––

3. Match the words to their meanings.

    a. abroad                                   - your own country

    b. discover                                 - good things

    c. home land                             - a foreign country

    d. advantages                          - one’s own language

    e. native language                  - find out

4. Give two advantages of travelling in your country.

5. Which do you prefer: travelling abroad or going sightseeing in your own
     country? Why?

Most people like to spend their holidays abroad. They travel 

to countries in Europe, the Far East … etc. Travelling abroad 

is interesting and it increases your general knowledge. Yet, 

going around one’s own country is important. There are 

many advantages to travelling in your country. It is usually 

less expensive as you don’t have to pay airfare. Not only is 

the food better and tastier, but the people are also friendlier. 

Reading street signs and understanding directions given by 

people on the street is also easier as everything is in your 

native language. You also get to know your homeland better 

and this is a must. So, the next time holidays come around, remember that the 

best vacation yet may be just around the corner.

Travelling your HomelandTravelling your Homeland
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Do you Know ?Do you Know ?

Unit 14

In this unit you are going to :

  = talk about world records.

  = describe things and make comparisons.

  = talk about distance and measurement.

  = listen for information about world records.

  = read about the biggest mall in the world.   

  = write a descriptive paragraph about a mosque.
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      tallest man              fastest animal             most expensive            largest animal     
                                                                            painting                                                      
                            

-   Where can you find world records?
-   Do you know of any other world records?

A.  Listen and practise.
 Layla:  Did you know that the blue whale is the biggest
             animal in the world?
Eman:  Really? Is it bigger than the African elephant?
 Layla:  Of course! Can you tell me which is the fastest animal?
Eman:  Is it the deer?
 Layla:  No, It’s the cheetah. How tall is the tallest man in the
             World. Can you guess?
Eman:  I don’t know. You tell me.
 Layla:  He’s 2.35 cm tall; and do you know that the most expensive
             painting was sold for 104 million dollars!
Eman:  Wow! Where did you get all this information from?
 Layla:  I’m reading a book of world records.

B.  -   What kind of books do you read?
- Why is reading good for you?

Discussion

Conversation
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Grammar

Superlatives of adjectives

Adjectives Comparative Superlative

The tallest man in the world   
is 2.35cm.

The most expensive painting 
was 104  million dollars.

The most dangerous fish is
the piranha.

Her project was the best 
one in class.
    

tall
noisy

taller than the tallest
the noisiestnoisier than

expensive more expensive 
than
less expensive than

the most expensive
the least expensive

dangerous more dangerous 
than
less dangerous than

the most 
dangerous
the least 
dangerous

good
bad
far

better than
worse than
farther than

the best
the worst
the farthest

A.  Complete these sentences. Use the comparative or superlative forms of 
      adjectives in the box.
    
  

1. Al  Mawasim is __________________________ restaurant in the city. It’s always easy 
to find empty tables.

2. _________________________ language in the world is Russian. Students take a long 
time to learn it. 

3. The humming bird is _______________________ bird in the world. It weighs less than 
two grams.

4. Few people know Bertrand Russel. He is  __________________ of the English writers.
5. This is ____________________________ joke I’ve ever heard.  
6. This is ____________________________ story I’ve ever read. I didn’t even finish it.
7. Mount Everest is  ______________________________ mountain in the world.

B.  Make as many sentences as you can to describe the things below, using the
      superlative forms of adjectives.
       - snake.               - elephant.               - gold.
       - Joha.                 - Monalisa.               - Khalid Ibn Al Waleed.

C. In pairs: Compare your sentences.  Then, share your ideas.

small  - crowded  - funny  -  difficult  -  high  -  famous  -  interesting  -  brave
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B.  Which place would you like to visit? Why? 

A.   What is the correct answer? Can you guess?

       1.   How old is the oldest man on earth? 

             a. 100 years.                    b. 120 years.                    c.  140 years.
       2.   Where is the highest fountain in the world? 

             a. Jeddah.                       b. Cairo.                          c.  Geneva.
       3.   Which is the biggest city in the world? 

             a. Tokyo.                          b. Calcutta.                     c.  NewYork.
       4.   Which is the longest river in the world?

             a. The Amazon.              b. The Mississippi.             c.  The Nile.
       5.   Which is the largest continent in the world?

            a. Africa.                         b. Asia.                              c.  America.

B.  Listen to the teacher testing her students. Tick the correct answers.

Lesson 2

Vocabulary

Listening

A.  Look at the pictures and fill in the table with the names of the places that match
     the adjectives.

Eiffle Tower Mamlaka Tower The Pyramids Petronas Tower
Paris , France Riyadh , Saudi Arabia Cairo , Egypt Kuala Lumpur , Malaysia

oldest 

most famous

newest

highest/ tallest

largest / biggest

300 m
2002

300 m
1889

230 m
2700B.C.

452 m
1996
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Reading
A.  Which is the largest mall in your country?
B.   Read the title and the first two lines. What is the passage about?

C.  Answer the questions:

     1- How long did it take to build Edmonton Mall? Why?

          ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     2 - What do you think is the most amazing thing about the Mall? 

          ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
D.  The words under A and their synonyms under B are all in the passage. Find 

them, then match A to B.
A B

mall wonderful

amazing amusement

entertainment shopping centre

West Edmonton MallWest Edmonton Mall
Why is West Edmonton Mall considered the eighth

wonder of the world? How is it different from other
shopping malls? Where is this amazing place? Why
is it titled in the book of records?

West Edmonton Mall is located in Edmonton,
Alberta Canada. It is the world’s largest shopping 
and entertainment centre. The mall covers an area of 48 city blocks and was 
built with a cost of 1.2 billion Canadian Dollars( 2.9 billion Saudi riyals).

Unlike other shopping centres, it has the largest indoor amusement park and
a sky  ceiling that changes from dawn to dusk. It has 800 stores and services; 
more than 110 eateries; a world - class hotel and special attractions for tourists. 
There are 58 entrances and an unusually large parking area for 20,000 vehicles. 
Besides , there is a 100,000 - square -foot recreation room. Fountains, light fixtures,
aquariums and water parks give this mall an exclusive look. 

West Edmonton Mall was such a huge complex that it was built in four phases 
beginning in 1981,and ending in 1998. Each phase highlighted special features. 
It is not surprising that West Edmonton Mall holds world records for having the 
largest shops, parking lot, indoor wave pool , indoor amusement park and indoor 
lake.
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Lesson 3

Conversation

Grammar

A. Listen and practise.

Travel Agent:  Which country would you like to visit this summer?

         Ahmad:  Oman.

Travel Agent:  Let’s look at this brochure. It shows that it’s 

                         a green mountainous country. It also has 

                         a long coastline.               

         Ahmad:  I’ve heard of the Green Mountain.

Travel Agent:  It’s the highest and the most famous mountain 

                         in Oman.

         Ahmad:  How high is it?

Travel Agent:  It’s about 3000 metres high. Oman is also

                          famous for its long coast. 

         Ahmad:  How long is it?

Travel Agent:  It’s about1.6 km long.

         Ahmad:  Good !Which means I can go surfing and hiking.

B. Which Islamic countries would you like to visit?

- How high is the Green Mountain?

- How big  is Saudi Arabia?

- How long is The Nile river?

- How hot is Riyadh in summer?

- How wide is the Arabian Gulf?

- How far is Makkah from Madinah?

- It is 3,000 metres high.

- It is 2,240,000 square kilometres.

- It is about 6,671 km long.

- It  goes up as high as 60 celsius.

- It is 207 km wide.

- It is nearly 300 kilometres .

Questions with how + adjectives
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A.  Write the questions to these answers.

1.  A:  _______________________________________

     B:  Mount Everest is 8,843 metres high.

2.  A:  _______________________________________

     B:  Morocco is 446,500 sq. km.

3.  A:  _______________________________________

     B:  The Red Sea is 2,253 km long.

4.  A:  _______________________________________

     B:  In Tabouk, the temperature goes down to 1degree Celsius in winter.

B. In groups: Choose a place in your country. Write down the distances, 

measurements and temperature. Members of your group ask each other  

about the places using How + adj. Other members answer.     

Look at the table. Compare the three mosques. Then choose one and write 
a paragraph about it on page 25 of your workbook. Do not forget to use the 
superlative form of the adjectives.

Blue Mosque Shah Faisal Mosque Amr Ibn El-As Mosque

City Istanbul Islamabad Cairo

Area 4,608 sq.m 189,705 sq.m 13,556 sq.m

Capacity 10,000 100,000 30,000

Minarets  6 4 3

Built in 1616AD 1976 AD 642 AD

Built by Sultan Ahmad Zedat Daloky Amr Ibn El-As

Writing
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Long e as in sea / see
A.

B.  Listen and repeat.
C. Listen again. Circle the letters that stand for the long e sound in the word you
      hear.

My friend Nisreen is Egyptian. She lives in east Egypt. 

We first met in nineteen ninety-three. We were, then,

thirteen years old. We spent five years together.

Before I came back to my country, we promised  

each other to keep in touch. I send her an e-mail  

every week, and we speak on the phone every  

month. We also meet every summer holiday.

Long  e  is written as:

ee   -  see,  meet,  feet,  feed, teeth

ea -  sea,  meat,  ear,  read, speak

y    -  ready,  baby,  carry,  country

D.  Read the paragraph, and then underline the words with long “e” sound :
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Grammar Summary

1.  Al Olaya is the busiest street in Riyadh.

2. _______________________________________

3. _______________________________________

4. _______________________________________

5. _______________________________________

6. _______________________________________

-  Match A with B. Then, write sentences using the superlative form of the adjectives.

The cheetah
Is the

fastest
animal

on land.
The blue whale biggest in the world.
The monkey funniest in the zoo.

This is the
most crowded    

beautiful  

interesting

city in the world.
least

This is the
best
worst

restaurant in town.

mark in class.

farthest hospital from my house.

How 

far

is

the moon from the earth? It is 384,403 km far.

high the Green Mountain? It is 3000 meters high.

long the Corniche in Jeddah? It is 32 km long.

wide the Red Sea? It is 354 km wide.

cold/hot Riyadh in winter / summer?
It goes down to -10 ºC.

It goes up to 60 ºC. 

Superlatives with short adjectives

Superlatives with long adjectives

Superlatives with irregular adjectives

Questions with How ……?

( busy )street    on TV.

( famous ) building     in class

( tall )person      in the house.   

( dangerous ) room     in the city.

( interesting ) show     in Paris.

( expensive ) hotel     in Riyadh.

BA
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Listening

-  This is a picture of the world’s most luxurious car. What’s so special about it?   

   Listen and mark true or false.

   1. It’s the fastest car in the world.  (        )

   2. It’s got a bedroom, a swimming pool and a golf range. (       )

   3. Fifty people can travel in this car. (        )

   4. There are twenty wheels on it.  (        )

   5. It’s made in Japan. (        )

In pairs: Do the World Record Quiz.

Student A: Turn to page 87.

Student B: Turn to page 88.

Speaking
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Tips and RulesTips and Rules

Unit 15

In this unit you are going to :

  = talk about rules and give tips.

  = talk about how people do things.

  = read about test - taking tips.   

  = listen to people, giving tips to solve problems.

  = write  a paragraph about school and classroom rules.
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 -  Where do you usually see these signs ?
- Do you understand them ?
- Do you always follow rules?
- How often do you listen to advice?  

A.  Listen and practise.

  Batool   :  You look so worried today , Wafa’a.
                   What’s the matter?
  Wafa’a :  I’m afraid I’m not doing as well as I should
                   in school.
  Batool   :  I’m sure you can be a better student.
  Wafa’a :  How ? 
  Batool   :  Well , first you have to come to class
                   early and listen carefully to what the 
                   teacher says . 
  Wafa’a :  Uhuh
  Batool   :  You must also work harder . Study everyday. 
                   Do your homework regularly and  never copy 
                   it from a friend . Remember school rules : no copying and no cheating .  
  Wafa’a :  Anything else ? 
  Batool   : Yes .You mustn’t stay up late. You should also   
                   have a good breakfast before going to school . 
                

B.  What other advice would you give Wafa’a? 
C.  What would you do if you saw a friend cheating ?

Lesson 1

Discussion

Conversation

No
SWIMMING

No
TALKING

No
PARKING

Fasten 
SEAT BELT

No
FOOD OR DRINKS ALLOWED

No
CHEATING

PLEASE KEEP OFF
THE GRASS 
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Don’t swim. 
You can’t swim. 
You mustn’t swim. 

No swimming.

Modals : Rules / strong advice Modals 

-You have to come to class early. 

-You must listen carefully to the teacher.

-You mustn’t copy your homework. 

-You can’t park here.  

have to 

must 

mustn’t

can’t 

-You should have breakfast. 

-You’d better have breakfast.
should / had better

Giving permission 
-You can  take your test tomorrow. can

A.  Complete the study tips with modals from box 2 above.

1. You ______________ find a quiet place to study.

2. You ______________ have only the things you need.

3. You ______________ make a study plan.

4. You ______________ waste time. You _____________ start studying immediately.

5. You ______________ keep a record of what you have actually done.

6. You ______________ test yourself after every four or five units.

7. When taking the test, you ______________ set a time limit. You ______________ go 

over the time limit.      

B.  In groups:  
     1. Choose a place from the box. Write the rules for that place.

                 

airplane                    English class               street  

hospital                       school                       home

     2.  Discuss the rules with the other groups.

Making rules : No + - ing

Lesson    1
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A. -  Do you enjoy taking tests?
-  Do tests scare you? 

Do you get a little scared when your teacher says you have a test? Tests

 do  scare many people, but there are ways to prepare for the tests, so that 

you can be more relaxed.

REVIEWING FOR A TEST:

- You should sit in a quiet place to study.

- You should have everything that you need with you.

- You must also know exactly what lessons will be on  

  the test so you can study what you need to know. 

- As you study, make up questions you think might be on the test. 

- Practise saying the answers to yourself. If you can not say them,  

    it is likely you don’t know them.

TAKING THE TEST:

Now that you know how to prepare, here are 

some tips for actually taking the test :

-  Read over the test quickly first. This will help

   you calm down.

-  You must find out how much time you have. This will help  

   you know how much time to spend on each question.

-  Read directions carefully to avoid careless mistakes. 

-  Answer the easy questions first, then do the hard ones.

-  Remember that you have to read the test over before

   turning it in. This is the time to find any mistakes.

These steps may help you overcome your fears and pass the test easily.

Lesson 2

Reading

Test-Taking TipsTest-Taking Tips
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B.   Understanding words : What does each underlined word mean? 

       Read each word in context. Then, circle the right answer.

1. In paragraph 1: The underlined word means 

    a. get ready for        b. read before        c. leave out 

2. In paragraph  3: The underlined  words mean

    a.  get angry         b. be happy         c. stay relaxed      

C.   Putting in order: Certain steps have been suggested for taking a test. Number

       them in the right order .

         c - Do the easy questions first before doing the difficult ones.

         c - Quickly, read the test. 

c - Read your answers for mistakes you may have made. 

c - Calculate the time you need for each question. 

D.   Do you follow any of the test-taking tips in the passage?

 

1.  Listen to Ibraheem and his sister Ghada answering questions about their school.  

    Put a tick by the ones they say ‘ Yes’ to. 

Ibraheem Ghada You

Do you always work very hard?

Do you always listen carefully to your teacher?  

Do you always behave yourself?

Do you always do your homework carefully? 

2. In pairs:  Ask and answer the questions in the table. Think of other suitable 
 questions that  you can use. Put a ( ✓ ) next  to the questions you answer with yes.

Listening

Lesson    2
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A. Listen and practise. 

     Mother : Hello, Miss Huda? I’m Batool’s mother. How’s    
                     she doing at school ? 

    Teacher : She’s doing well, especially in maths. 

                     She can add and subtract numbers quickly.

                       She passed the exam easily. Overall, she’s

                     a good student. 

    Mother :  But I don’t like her handwriting .

  Teacher :  Yes, that’s because she writes quickly.

                    She should write slowly and carefully. 

    Mother :   And what about her behaviour ? Is she polite ? 

  Teacher :  Yes, she talks to people very politely.                                               Mother : I’m glad to hear this . Thanks for your time.

B. What would you like your teachers to say about you?

Adjectives / Adverbs
Adjectives Adverbs

say what something is like say how you do it 

The exercise is easy.

You can do it easily .

She is a careful writer.

She writes carefully .

They are good students.

They study well.

Heba is always late .

She always comes late. 

easy easily

careful

careless

carefully

carelessly

good well

late late

Lesson 3

Conversation

Grammar
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A.  A teacher is talking to her students. Read the paragraph. Choose the correct 

      word. 

    This is a timed  exercise. So you’d better work (fast - faster) than last time .  

It’s an (easy – easily) test but you have to read the questions (careful–carefully).

By the way , I’m very (happy – happily ) with the way you read. Your English is 

(good – well ) , but most of you need to read ( slow – slowly ) and write ( quick 

– quickly).

B. In groups:  Tell your group members why you are a good or a bad: student./ son/. 
    daughter./friend. Give five reasons.
    e.g.  I’m a good/ bad student. I do my homework carefully/ carelessly.

A. What are your (school /classroom) rules? Write them in  the table below . 

My School Rules

                                                     Should/ Must                      Shouldn’t/ Mustn’t

coming to school 

leaving school 

uniform

chewing gum

running 

My Classroom Rules

coming / leaving 

answering questions

sitting / standing 

speaking 

homework

B.  How often do you follow the rules above ? Use adverbs of frequency next to 
     each rule.

C. Turn to your workbook page 30. Write a paragraph about what you should or 
    shouldn’t do to become a better student.

Writing

Lesson    3
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Long i as in spy /rice

A.  Listen and repeat.
 

B.  Listen again. Circle the letters that stand for the long i sound in each word you
      hear.

C.  Read the sentences, then underline the words with the long i sound.
a. Abbas Bin Firnas was the first person to try to fly .

b. Ahmad Zowail is a bright scientist who won the Noble prize  . 

c. When you feel dizzy , try to lie down for a while . 

d. The sun shines bright in the high sky .

e. In class, we played “I spy with my little eye”

Long i sound is written as : 
y-  spy , cry, y ,why , try, shy.
ie-  tie , die , lie , pie.
igh- light , height , fight, sight , fright, high.
i +e-  nice , mice, kite, spice, thrice, five. 

Unit 15
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- The  students are going on a school trip . Read the rules and complete the               
sentences with suitable modals.
1. You ____________ be in school earlier than 
     8.00 a.m.
2. You ____________ have breakfast at home 
    before coming. 
3. You ____________ eat on the bus.
4. You ____________ only eat in the funfair 
     cafeteria at 9.30 a.m. 
5. You ____________ pay 20 riyals for the trip.
6. You ____________ find your group leader
    and stay with her/him.
7. You ____________ get tokens from your 
   group leader.                                

- Listen to people giving tips to solve problems. Write the number of the 
    conversation next to each problem .

Problem # conversation 

1. gaining weight

2. poor reading 

3. having dry hands 

 (              )

 (              )

 (              ) 

                                    
                        
In groups:  Guess and discuss whether the rules about countries around the world
                   are true or false. 

Grammar Summary

Listening

Speaking

  School trip

October, 8th     8.00-12.00 
* Pay SR 20 at the vice principal’s.
* Wear your school uniform and 
   be on time.
* Do not eat or drink on the bus 
  (snack time : 9.30 at the funfair 
  cafeteria )
* Follow your group leader.
* Get your tokens for the 
   attractions from your guide. 

modals
I / You /We/They/ have to

be in school at 7 p. m. 

write the letter now.

he/she   He / She has to

I , He , She, We , They
must /mustn’t
should/shouldn’t
can/can’t
‘d better

 

Lesson    4
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Unit 16 Lesson 1

A.  Write the opposites of the following adjectives.

big _____________ loud _____________ good _____________
clean _____________ careful _____________ high _____________
dry _____________ happy _____________ ugly _____________
late _____________ thin _____________ young _____________
more _____________ boring _____________ difficult _____________

B. Read the adjectives and circle the odd one. Explain why.

1 2 3 4 5 6

ill careful luxurious pretty shy noisy

cheap polite comfortable ugly lazy dangerous

expensive friendly expensive interesting happy difficult

modern tall hard beautiful wide crowded

1.  In groups:  Play noughts and crosses.

- Each group is divided into two teams: Team A and  

        Team B .

- Team A turn to page 91. 

-  Team B turn to page 92.

- Each group uses tic- tac- toe grids. 

- A member of team A reads a question from their  

        question sheet to team B. If team B gives the  

        correct answer , they choose a square on the grid  

        and put a nought or a cross in it . It’s now team B’s  

        turn to ask.

- The team who gets a line of noughts or crosses , gets a point .

- Play the game till the questions are answered . The team with   

       the highest score is the winner .

Speaking

Vocabulary
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Writing

Lesson 1

Look at the picture below. Describe it in a paragraph.
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Unit 16 Lesson 2

Get to know your partner better. Find out how he/she does things. Follow your teacher’s 
instructions.

Listen to Bader, telling his friend about the rules in his health club. Tick the ones he mentions.

Guests Using the sauna Using the pool Using the Gym

c One guest per 
        member.

c No children 
       under twelve.

c No swimming 
        after 8 p.m.

c 12 years and 
       above.

c Guests free.
c Maximum use 
        15 mins.

c Shower before 
       use.

c No shorts 
       allowed.

c Members only. c No bare feet. c No eating in pool.
c No valuables 
       allowed.

                        

Unscramble the questions, then answer them.
1.  than/ Riyadh / larger / is / Jizan /?          
    ________________________________________________________________________?

    ________________________________________________________________________
2. you/ taller / mother / your / than / are/ ?                  
    ________________________________________________________________________?

    ________________________________________________________________________
     3.  planes /than / faster / cars/ are/ ?                         

    ________________________________________________________________________?

    ________________________________________________________________________
4.  new shoes /your /are/ comfortable/ the old ones /less / than /?

 ________________________________________________________________________?

 ________________________________________________________________________
5. is/ this book /interesting / than / more / the other one /?
    ________________________________________________________________________?

    ________________________________________________________________________
6.  English/difficult /more /is/ Arabic/ than /?

         ________________________________________________________________________?

         ________________________________________________________________________

Speaking

Listening

Sonnesta Health Club

Grammar
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Reading

Lesson 3

It was five o’clock in the evening when Rene Wagner came home from
work. She walked into the living room and looked at her three children. The 
children are 14, 13, and 9 years old. They were watching TV.

The living room was a mess. There were empty glasses and dirty socks on 
the floor. There were cookies on the sofa. Games and toys were everywhere.
Rene was angry. “ This place is a mess!” she told her children. “ I can’t work all 
day and then do housework all evening. I’m not going to do housework! ” And 
so, Rene didn’t do housework. She didn’t clean. She didn’t wash dishes. She
didn’t wash clothes. Every evening she sat on the sofa and watched TV. After 
two weeks, every plate, fork, and glass in the house was dirty. All the children’s 
clothes were dirty, too. Every garbage can was full. The house was a mess.

Then, one day Rene came home from work and got a big surprise. The 
kitchen was clean. The children had cleaned the kitchen! 
The next day, the living room was clean, and the children were washing their 
clothes.

Rene told her children, “OK, I’ll do housework again. But you have to 
help me.” Now Rene and her three children do the housework together. Then 
they all sit on the sofa and watch TV!

A.  -  Do you help your mother at home ?
      -  What are your house chores ?

B.  Answer the question.
     Why do you think Rene stopped doing housework?

______________________________________________________________________________________________

C.  Re-read the story and underline the most important things in the story.  

You are going to Dubai next week; you want to book a room in a hotel. Go to the 
travel agent and ask him for the type of hotel room you need.

NO More Housework!NO More Housework!

Speaking
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Silly Sentences

Lesson 4

- Re-arrange the words below to make a silly sentence. 
- Write the sound under each word.

Use the boxes below to make up a silly sentence for a friend.

over

you?

can

stood

sometimes 

the

peaches

read

the

eats 

moon

Do

Bulls

on

A 

jumps

eating

books

A sheep

monkey 

The cow

like

funny

desk

cheese 
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Speaking

Lesson 4

1. drive /careful / careless …………………..…... …………………….……..…...

2. be/happy / sad …………………..…... …………………….……..…...

3. behave /good/ bad …………………..…... …………………….……..…...

4. speak/polite /rude …………………..…... …………………….……..…...

5. come/early / late …………………..…... …………………….……..…...

6. eat /slow / fast …………………..…... …………………….……..…...

B. Complete the rules for good driving. Use modals. 

1. You _________________  have your driving license. 

2. You _________________ drive fast. 

3. You _________________ follow road signs.

4. You _________________ use a mobile phone.

C.  Make rules from these sentences. Use   No + ___ ing 

1. You must not talk in the library.    ___________________________________________

2. You should not eat in the shop.   ___________________________________________     

3. You should not walk on the grass. __________________________________________

4. You should not litter the street.    ___________________________________________

5. You must not taste snacks in the supermarket. ______________________________

Role-play:  You are looking for a new place to live in. Follow your teacher’s 
                   instructions.

Affirmative Negative

A. Write instructions in the affirmative and negative forms. Use the given words.
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Area 346,875 sq miles
( 555,000 sq km)
Population 21,024,867
Capital Sana’a

Unit: 9
Lesson: 2

This map shows countries of the Middle East. Capitals and flags of some countries
are also shown. Read the key to learn what the symbols and colours stand for.

Area 4,400 sq miles
( 11,400 sq km )
Population 368,000
Capital Doha

Area 865,000 sq miles
( 2,240,000 sq km )
Population 14,134,000
Capital Riyadh

Area 71,498 sq miles
( 185,180 sq km )
Population 12,530,000
Capital Damascus

Area 300,948 sq miles
( 779,542 sq km )
Population 58,687,000
Capital Ankara 

Area 634,559 sq miles
( 1,643,503 sq km)
Population 54,607,000
Capital Tahran

Area 30,000 sq miles
( 77,700 sq km)
Population 1,589,000
Capital Abu Dhabi

Area 251,825 sq miles
( 652,225 sq km)
Population 16,557,000
Capital  Kabul
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See photocopy and insert instructions.
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9. Which river is longer?
      i) The Amazon                    
     ii) The Nile    
(The Amazon: 6,440 kilometers)
10. Which is more expensive?
      i) A trip to Tanzania       
     ii) A trip to Italy  
( A plane trip to Italy costs SR 3190) 
11. Which country is larger?                       
      i) China                  
     ii) Canada                   
( Canada: 9,980,000 square kilometers)
12. Which ocean is deeper?                       
      i) The Atlantic         
     ii) The Indian Ocean.   
( The Atlantic: depth 3,300 meters)               
13. Which mountain range is longer?               
      i) The Andes.
     ii) The Rockies
( The Rockies: 6,000 kilometers)
14. Which country has larger population?
      i) The USA
     ii) The USSR  
( The USA: 239 million)
15. In your opinion, which is more 
famous?
      i) The Eiffel Tower.
     ii) The Leaning Tower of Pisa.

1. Which continent is larger? 
     i) Africa                                                            
    ii) Asia
( Africa: 30,240,000 square miles)
2. Which mountain is higher?                               
     i) Mont Blanc ( in France/ Italy)
    ii) Mount Kilimanjaro ( in Tanzania)                 
( Mont Blanc: 4,810 metres)                                 
 3. Which planet is farther from the sun?             
     i) Venus.                                                           
    ii) Earth                                                             
  (Venus is 108,230,000 kilometres from the sun)              
4. Which ocean is bigger?                                    
     i) The Pacific.                                                   
    ii) The Atlantic.                                            
(The Pacific: 180 million square kilometers)
5. Which mountain range is older?                       
     i) The Alps.
    ii) The Himalayas                                            
 (The Himalayas: about 40 million years old)                  
6. Which planet is bigger?                                    
     i) The Earth
    ii) Venus                                                            
 (The Earth: diameter of 12,800 kilometers)
7. Which river is more dangerous?                      
     i) The Amazon
    ii) The Mississippi                                       
 (The Mississippi: is famous for its delicious
   shrimps)                                              
 8. Which dessert is larger?
     i) The Sahara ( in North Africa)
    ii) The Gobi ( in Central Asia)
(The Sahara: 8,400,000 square kilometers)

Unit :  13
Lesson : 4

Student A
Geography Quiz
Read the quiz questions and put a tick ( √ ) by the answers which you think are 
correct. Then talk to your partner and find out if you are right.
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Answers

1. Brazil. ( Brazil produces just over a million tons of coffee per year. )

2. The USA. ( The USA produces nearly eight million cars per year. )

3. Australia. ( Australia produces 722,000 tons of wool per year. )

4. Canada. ( Canada produces 75 million tons of wood. )

5. Japan. ( Japan produces over 52 million calculators per year. )

6. China. ( China produces 87 million tons of wheat per year. )

Unit : 14
Lesson : 4

Student A

Ask your partner the quiz questions

 ∑    Score 3 if your partner’s answer is correct first time.

 ∑    Score 2 if it is correct second time.

 ∑    Score 1 if it is correct third time.

After three tries, tell your partner the correct answer.

1.Which country produces the most coffee?  

2.Which country produces the most cars?

3.Which country produces the most wool?

4.Which country produces the most wood?

5.Which country produces the most calculators?

6.Which country produces the most wheat?
Total

Who has scored the most points in the quiz?
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8. Which dessert is larger?
     i) The Sahara ( in North Africa)
    ii) The Gobi ( in Central Asia)
9. Which river is longer?                                
     i) The Amazon                    
    ii) The Nile    
(The Nile : 6,670 kilometers)
10. Which is more expensive?
     i) A trip to Tanzania       
    ii) A trip to Italy  
 ( A plane trip to Tanzania costs SR 2350) 
11. Which country is larger?
     i) China                  
    ii) Canada                   
( China: 9,600,000 square kilometers)        
12. Which ocean is deeper?
     i) The Atlantic         
    ii) The Indian Ocean.   
(The Indian Ocean: depth 3,800 meters)               
13. Which mountain range is longer?
     i) The Andes.
    ii) The Rockies
 ( The Andes: 7,240 kilometers)
14. Which country has larger population?
     i) The USA
    ii) The USSR  
 ( The USSR: 278 million)
15.  In your opinion, Which is more famous?
     i) The Eiffel Tower.
    ii) The Leaning Tower of Pisa .

1. Which continent is larger?
     i) Africa
    ii) Asia
 ( Asia: 44,390,000 square miles)
2. Which mountain is higher?
     i) Mont Blanc ( in France/ Italy)
    ii) Mount Kilimanjaro ( in Tanzania)
 (Mount Kilimanjaro: 5,900 metres)
3. Which planet is farther from the sun?
     i) Venus.
    ii) Earth
(Earth is 150,000,000 kilometres from the sun)                 
4. Which ocean is bigger?
     i) The Pacific.                                              
    ii) The Atlantic.                                             
     (The Atlantic: 82 million square kilometers)         
5. Which mountain range is older?
     i) The Alps.
    ii) The Himalayas
 (The Alps: about 15 million years old)                 
6. Which planet is bigger?
     i) The Earth
    ii) Venus
 (The Earth: diameter of 12,100 kilometers)         
7. Which river is more dangerous?
     i) The Amazon
    ii) The Mississippi
(The Amazon: is the home of the piranha which 
has small teeth and sometimes eats people)

Unit :  13
Lesson : 4

Student B
Geography Quiz
Read the quiz questions and put a tick ( √ ) by the answers which you think are 
correct. Then talk to your partner and find out if you are right.
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Unit :  14
Lesson  4

Student B

Ask your partner the quiz questions

 ∑    Score 3 if your partner’s answer is correct first time.

 ∑    Score 2 if it is correct second time.

 ∑    Score 1 if it is correct third time.

After three tries, tell your partner the correct answer.

4. Which country produces the most tea?  

5. Which country produces the most potatoes?

6. Which country produces the most T.V.s?

7. Which country produces the most rice?

8. Which country produces the most cotton?

9. Which country produces the most bananas?

Who has scored the most points in the quiz?

Answers

1. India. ( India produces 565,000 tons of tea per year. )

2. China. (China produces nearly 63 million tons of potatoes per year. )

3. Japan. (Japan produces over 13 million television sets per year. )

4. China. (China produces 172 million tons of rice per year. )

5. China. (China produces over  4,921,000 tons per year. )

6. India ( India produces nearly 7 million tons of bananas per year. )

Total
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Unit : 15

Lesson : 4

Written and Unwritten Rules Around the World

In Egypt , you mustn’t 
drive until you’re 35 .

In Islamic countries,           
people shouldn’t eat 
with their left hands .

In Turkey, women can’t  
 join the army .

In Sudanese cities, you      
mustn’t sound your car     
horn from 11pm to 7am .

You can’t travel from
Dubai to Kuwait without
a passport .

In Dubai, you can ride a    
bicycle on the motorway 
when you’re fourteen .

You had better not cut
the grass on Sundays in
Geneva, Switzerland.

In Saudi Arabia, women     
mustn’t go out without
their abayas .

In Iran, you can go
to school on Friday .

In Lebanon, you can’t   
drive at more than 55km
per hour .

In Holland, you can’ teat
cheese in restaurants. 

In England, you can’t
turn your back to a
statue of the Queen.

In Spain, you shouldn’t 
make noise after 10
o’clock in the evening.

In Kuwait, you can’t eat
fish and prawns.

In Italy , you can’t go to 
University .

You can’t take
chewing- gum into
Jordan .

FALSETRUE
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Unit: 16
Lesson: 1
  Team A

Q: The Pacific Ocean is bigger than the continent of Asia. True or false?
A: True. The Pacific is three times bigger than Asia.
Q: Which mountain is higher : Mount Kilimanjaro in Africa or Mont Blanc in   
     France?      
A: Mount Kilimanjaro is 5,895 m high , Mont Blanc is 4,810 m high.       
Q: Which is the largest desert in the world ? Is it the Sahara of North Africa,    
      the desert of Patagonia in South America or the Gobi desert of Central       
      Asia?  
A: The Sahara covers 8,400,000 sq km, the desert of Patagonia covers  
     670, 000 sq km and the Gobi Desert, Covers 1,040, 000 sq km. 
Q: There are more sheep in Australia than people. 
     True or false? 
A:  True. 
Q: Where would you hear … 
     “ Dr. Asa’ad’s clinic. How can I help you ? “ 
A: In a clinic. A receptionist is talking .  
Q: Who would say this and why? 
     “ You should use these ear drops twice a day “ 
A:  A doctor to give advice or a prescription.   
Q: The most expensive land in the world is in the centre of Hong Kong. True  
     or false?      
A: True. It costs $180, 000 per sq metre to rent.    
Q: The shortest scheduled flight in the world lasts nine and a half minutes.      
     True or false?      
A: False. The shortest scheduled flight ( in Scotland )lasts two minutes.     
Q: The oldest country in the world is Egypt. True or false?
A: False. Iran has been an independent country since the 6th century BC.
Q: Toe nails grow faster than finger nails. True or false ?
A: False. Finger nails grow faster than toe nails . 
Q: The smallest bird is the hummingbird. True or false?   
A: True.
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  Team B

Q: Which is harder : quartz or diamond? 
A: Diamond is the  hardest mineral on Earth.

Q: The worst place for earthquakes is Japan. True or false? 
A: False. China has the worst record for earthquake deaths . In 1976, an  
     earthquake killed 750,000 people.

Q : The widest rood in the world is in Brazil . True or false ?
A:  True. It is the monumental Axis in Brasilia and it is 250m wide.

Q: Sunflowers can grow as tall as giraffes. True or false?  
A:  True.

Q: Penguins can swim faster than humans. True or false?                          
A:  True. They can swim four times faster than humans.

Q: Who would say this and why? 
      “ I’d like to make an appointment with Dr. Essa at 6 p.m” 
A: A patient to make an appointment.
Q: Where would you read this … ?              
      “ The largest island in the world is Greenland.” 
A: A world book of records.

Q: The largest animal is the African elephant. True or false?             
A: False. The largest animal is the blue whale.

Q: Bombay, in India, is wetter than Rome in Italy . True or false?  
A: True . In an average year , more rain falls in Bombay than Rome.

Q: The longest alphabet in the world has 74 letters. True or false?  
A: True. It is used in Cambodia

Q: The biggest bird is the ostrich. True or false?   
A: True.
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I read stories.

I walk...

 

I greet my teacher. 

I ride my bike. 

I cook ...

I take exams. 

I draw... 

I do the housework. 

I do my homework. 

I learn languages. 

I play tennis. 

I get out of bed... 

I dress ...

I laugh...

Unit : 16
Lesson : 2

Speaking

I eat...

I sleep...

I speak my own language.

I spend money...

I go to school.

I speak English.

I run ...

I swim...

I leave school...

I make friends.

I work...

On the phone, I speak …

I write...

I study...
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Unit: 16
Lesson: 3

- You want a large outdoor pool.

- You want to be very near the 

beach.

- You want a single room.

- You can only pay Dh 100.

- You want to walk to the beach.

- You want a large indoor pool.

- You need a fitness center.

- You can pay up to Dh 200.

- You can pay up to Dh 200. 

- You need 24- hour room service.

- You want to take your pet with you.

- You can pay Dh 100 including 

breakfast.

- You need to swim in a large 

swimming pool.

- You want to take your pet with you.

- You want a large indoor pool.

- You want to be near the beach.

- You want a single room.

- You can only pay Dh 200.

- You want a double room.

- You can pay up to Dh 150.

- You want a large outdoor pool.

- You want a taxi to and from the 

airport and hotel.

- You don’t like animals.

- You want a single room.

- You can pay Dh 200.

- You want to be near the beach.

- You want to eat in the hotel.

- You love Italian and Japanese food.

- You want a single room.

- You can pay  up to Dh 200.

- You need 24- hour room service.

- You want to take your parrot with 

you.

Tourists
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You want to : BBQ every weekend.

Use the kitchen. 

Use the telephone. 

Have visitors.  

You want to : Use the kitchen.

Invite your friends round. 

Bring your cat. 

Put pictures on the walls. 

You want to : Play video games.

Use the kitchen. 

Invite your friends round. 

Bring your cat. 

Put pictures on the walls. 

You want to : Use the kitchen.

Use the telephone. 

Bring your cat. 

Invite your friends round. 

You want to : Use the telephone.

Have visitors. 

Bring your parrot. 

Put pictures on the walls. 

You want to : Use the kitchen.

Use the telephone. 

Bring your cat. 

Put pictures on the walls.  

You want to : Cook your own meals.

Put pictures on the walls. 

B.B.Q every weekend.

Use the telephone.   

You want to : Use the kitchen.

Use the telephone. 

Invite your friends round. 

Put pictures on the walls. 

You want to : Play video games .

Use the kitchen. 

Use the telephone. 

Bring you parrot.   

You want to : Play video games.

Use the telephone. 

Bring your canary. 

Put pictures on the walls. 

 

Unit : 16

Lesson : 4

Tenants
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Unit : 16
Lesson : 3

Travel agents

Family Holiday
From airport: 10 minutes
From beach: 15 minute drive.
Prices: Dh 50 – 150 per night.
Pools: Outdoor 20 x 10 metres.
Facilities: restaurant – golf – outdoor 
                 pool – air port transfer – no
                pets allowed.
Available: 5 single rooms

4 double rooms

Beach View Hotel
From airport: 25 minutes
From beach: 2 minutes.
Prices: Dh 100 – 200 per night.
Pools:  Indoor and Outdoor pools 
             20 x 10 metres.
Facilities: café – golf  – international
                 restaurants  –  24-hour room
                 service – fitness center  – no
                 pets allowed.
Available: 10 single rooms

3 double rooms

                

Palm Beach
From airport: 45 minutes
From beach: 30 minutes.
Prices: Dh 20 –50 per night.
Pools: Outdoor  4 x 9 metres.
Facilities: restaurant – café – pets
                allowed – 24-hour room
                 service – breakfast not
                included.
Available: 6 single rooms

5 double rooms

Luxury Hotel
From airport: One hour drive.
From beach: 1½ hours.
Prices: Dh 60 – 80 per night.
Pools:  20 x 20 metres.
Facilities: restaurant  –  café – 
breakfast included.
                pets allowed –
                room service from 10 a.m. 
                to  6 p.m.
Available: 3 single rooms

2 double rooms
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Unit : 16

Lesson : 4

Landlord / Landladies

Rules: 

No animals. 

No pictures on the walls. 

No satellite TV.  

Rules: 

Tenants may not use the telephone or 

B.B.Q on the balcony.  

Rules:

No smoking. 

Tenants may not use the telephone. 

Tenants must keep their rooms tidy . 

Rules:

No record players or radios. 

No pictures on the walls. 

Tenants must keep their rooms tidy.   

Rules:

No loud music. 

Tenants may not use the kitchen.  

Rules:

No record players or radios .

No visitors.  

Rules:

No visitors. 

No animals in the house. 

Tenants must keep their rooms tidy.    

Rules:

No animals. 

No record players or radios.  

Rules:

No smoking. 

No visitors.    

Rules:

Tenants may not use the kitchen. 

No visitors.  
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Vocabulary
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Words / Language Functions

Unit: 9   ‘On the road’

Nouns Verbs Adverbs
Prepositions

Of place
Functions

Places:
bridge

gas station

park

parking lot

Shapes:
circle

diamond

square

triangle

Other nouns:
directions

locations

map

road  signs

traffic

traffic light

buckle up

cross

go(past 

straight)

slow down

stop

Turn (left / 

right)

around

left

right

after

 ahead

before

over

past

under

Asking for locations and 
giving directions:
Can you tell me the way 

to……?

Excuse me, how can I get 

to……?

Go straight ahead on ... 

Road

Turn ( left / right ) to…

Go (past / under / over )…

Giving instructions:
Buckle up!

Slow down!

Go ? Don’t go.

Cross / Don’t cross.

Talking about road signs:
What does the sign mean?

It means / shows…….
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Unit: 10   ‘Memories’

Nouns Verbs Adjectives Functions

Places:
circus

desert

fun fair

nursery

school

summer

camp

zoo

Other nouns:
album

bicycle

child hood

event

experience

memory

experience

introduce

remember

Character 
adjectives:
friendly

happy

naughty

sad

shy

talkative

well – behaved

Asking and answering about past 
events or memories:
Where / When did you……….?

     I ………….at ( in / on )…………..

Did you ( he / she / it )…………… ?

Yes, I did / No, I didn’t

Describing people’s characters:
What is………………………like?

    He / she is…………………
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Unit: 11 ‘ At the Doctor’s’

Nouns Verbs Adverbs Adjectives Functions

Illnesses:
chicken pox

food 

poisoning

sunstroke

ankle

temperature

Other nouns:
advice

Appointment

bandage

clinic

dispensary

pain killer

receptionist

break ( a part 

of the body )

Make an 

appointment

Modals:
should

twice

thrice

dizzy

swollen

Making medical 
appointments:
Can I make an 

appointment with   ….

When would you like to 

come?

           On………… /

 In………….

Asking and answering 
about
 Someone’s health:
What’s the problem?

What’s the matter?

What’s wrong?

           I have……….

How do you feel now?

     Much better.  Thank 

you.

I still feel sick.

Giving medical advices:
You should / shouldn’t….
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Unit: 13   ‘Cities and Places’

Nouns Verbs Adjectives Functions

Places:
city 

mountain

town

village

Cities:
Abha

Damascus

Geneva

compare better

crowded

dangerous

different

famous

far

high

interesting

less

low

modern

modern

more

noisy

quiet

wide

worse

Describing Cities and Places:
What’s………….like?

It’s …………

Comparing two Places:
Which country /place is bigger / 

more / less………… of the two?

………is bigger than ……….

………is more ………than………

………is less………..than……….

……….is as……….as………….
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Unit: 14   ‘Do you know?’

Nouns Adjectives Functions

Places:
coast

continent

Eiffel tower 

fountain

The Pyramids

Other nouns:
brochure

records

river

Animals:
cheetah

deer

elephant

whale

Measurements:
Celsius

degrees

kilometers

( square )

best

dangerous

far

fast

large

least

most

wide

worst

Talking about World Records:

Which is the biggest / largest …….in the world?

………is the biggest / largest……..

What is the most / the least expensive……….?

……….. is the most / the least expensive……

Which is the most beautiful…………?

I think………….is the most beautiful.

brochure records

Which mosque is the largest……………?

………… is the largest of the three.

Talking about Distance and Measurements:

How far is….. from….?

It’s about…… kilometer away.

How big is ………..?

It’s…………square kilometers.

How long is …………?

 It’s……….meters.

How wide is…………?

It’s………km wide.

How hot / cold is………………?

It goes up / down to …..Celsius.

It is as cold / hot as …… Celsius.
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Unit: 15   ‘Tips and Rules’

Nouns Verbs Adverbs Adjectives Functions

behaviour

cheating

rules

tips

behave

cheat 

Modals:
had better

must

carefully

carelessly

easily

hard

politely

quickly

slowly

well

careful

careless

polite

Giving Tips:

You should/ shouldn’t……..

You’d better

Making rules:

No swimming / No cheating

You must / mustn’t……….

You can / can’t………..

Talking about how people do 

things:

How well / fast do you……?

I…….well / fast.
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Nouns

hand
handbag
head
headache pain killer
headscarf              
history
hobbies  ( pl.)
hobby                  
horseback riding
hot
house
humid
husband
India                    
ingredients
ink
Italian
Italy
jacket
January
Japan
Japanese 
juice
July
June
key
kitchen
knee
knife
lamp
language
library
listening to the radio
living room
leg      
London
lunch
Makkah                  
Mall
Manama                 
mango
March
math 

dresser
drycleaner 
ear
earache
east
elevators
engineer
English
eraser
escalators
eyes
face
fan
farmer
father
February
fever
fishing
flag
flight
flour
flower shop
flu
food 
fork
found
France                      
free time
freezer
French
Friday 
friend
furniture store
garage
garden
geography
girl
going for picnics 
grandfather
grandmother 
grocer’s
grocery 
hair                         

chicken
children
closet
coffee
cold 
collecting shells
collecting stamps
college
colour 
computer 
cook
cooking                    
brother 
butcher’s
butter
café
cafeteria                    
Cairo
cake
capital city
carnation
carrots
cassette
centimetres
chair
cool
cough
cough medicine
country
curtain
customer
daughter
December
desk
dessert
dining room
dining table
dinner
dish
doctor
drawing 
dress
dress shop

a pair of
abilities  (pl.)
activity
airport 
apartment
apple
April
Arabic
arm
arm chair
arm chair
art
art
artist
August
autumn 
back
backache
bag
Baghdad                  
baker’s
banana
bank
barber shop
basketball
bathroom
beach
beard 
bed
bed cover
bedroom
beef
belt
blouse
book case
book store 
bowling
boy
bread
breakfast
Britain
chart
cheese

Vocabulary and Expressions/First Grade
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Nouns

toothache
trousers  
Tuesday
Turkey                      
 Twenty one to
umbrella    
uncle
uniform
using a computer
van
vase          
vice principal
visiting family
waiter
walking
warm
Washington D C
watch
watching TV 
water
weather
Wednesday
weekend
west
where
wife
window
windy
winter
world
writing
x-ray  
yellow
zebra 

shop/ store
shopping centre
shower
single/ king-size bed 
sister
size
skirt                                
snowy
sock
socks 
sofa 
soldier
son
sore throat
south
spoon
spring
stomach
stomachache
stove
student
suitcase
summer
Sunday                        
sunglasses 
sunny
swimming 
table  
tea
teacher
television
Thursday
toes
tomatoes
tooth – teeth

playing tennis 
poet
policeman
potatoes
principal
prophet
pyjamas 
queue
rainy
reading
refrigerator
region
religion
rest room stationery 
restaurants
rice
ring
Riyadh
Rome
room
roses
rug
ruler 
sailing
salad
sandals 
Saturday                      
Saudi Arabia
school
science
scientist
September
sewing
shepherd
shirt 
shoes

May
metre / kilo
milk
mirror
Monday
money 
mosque
mother   
moustache mouth
neck /shoulder
nest
New Delhi
nightstand
north
nose
November
nurse
occupation
October
office
oil
one hundred
onions
orange
Palestine                     
parent
Paris
pear
pencil
pharmacy
pillow 
pilot
plants 
plate
playground

 Pronouns

whose
You
yours

they
this
We

that
theirs
These

it
mine
ours
she

he
hers
his
I  
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Verbs

sit down
sleep
stand up
start college
stay (at my aunt’s house , in bed , in 
a hotel)
stay ( in bed )
study
swim
take ( a walk )
teach
test
turn
use
wake up
walk
wash
watch
went 
work
work on the computer
write

listen
listen to
look
look at
look at
made
make ( a dress )
met
need
open
pick up
play ( tennis )
pray
put
put down
reach
reach school 
read
repeat
saw
sew
sit

eat
enjoy
exercise
fix
flew
fly
get clothes
get married
get up 
go
go ( to school / bed )
go out 
go swimming
graduate
had
have ( a good time )
have ( breakfast / lunch  dinner)
help
introduce
invent
is
like/ don’t like

are
arrange
arrive
ate
be born
brought
build
buy
can/ can’t
circle
clean
close
come
cook
cost 
did
die
don’t
drank
draw
drive to
drove

Adjectives

third
thirteenth
three 
tidy
truthful
twelfth
twentieth
two 
weight
what
What’s the matter?
white 
who
yellow
young

seven
seventeenth
seventh
short
six
sixteenth
sixth
size (n)
small
some          
straight
tall
ten
tenth
their
thin

Mrs.
my
new
nice
nineteenth
ninth
 old
one 
orange
our
over weight
pink
Red
Saudi
second
see page...

grey
healthy
her 
his
honest
how old
ill
Italian 
its
large
long
lost
medium
medium  height
Miss
Mr.

expensive
fair
famous 
fat
favourite
favouruite
           fifteenth
                 fifth
                 first
four five
       fourteenth
              fourth
French
friendly
good
good looking
green

--‘d better
any                
bad
beautiful
better
big
black
blue
British
brown
cheap
comfortable
curly
dark
       eighteenth
              eighth
eleventh
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Language Use

What can you do?
What did you do last …….?
What do you like doing in your free time?
What do you need?
What do you usually have ?
What is the time ?
What language do you speak?
What nationality are you?
What’s the date today?
What’s the weather like?
What’s your hobby? 
What’s your name?
What’s your nationality?
When did ……….. die ?
When do you …..?
Where / when was ………… born?
Where are you from?
Who is / was ………….?

Can you ………?
Did you have a good weekend?
Did you have fun?
Do you like  …… ?
Do you need ?
Fine, thank you.
Good afternoon.
Good morning.
Hello.
Hi .
How are you?
How do you spend your day?
How many hours is ……. ahead / behind ?
How much does it cost?
It costs ….. riyals.
It’s ……………
My name is ----
Nice to meet you

Adverbs

often
on the … floor
sometimes
there
upstairs
usually

downstairs
here
Hijra
last  night / week / month / year
never
 

AD.
ago
ahead
always
at the back of
behind

Time expressions

five ( past / to )
ten ( past / to )
twenty ( past / to )
local time

Phrases of quantity

a cup of …..
a piece of …..
a bottle of …..
a pot of …..
a glass of …..

Conjunction

but

Articles

a
an 
the

Prepositions

behind         next to
between     next to
in                  on
in front of     opposite
near             under

Adverbs of place

at the back of
on the … floor
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Irregular Verbs
&

Spelling Rules

Irregular Verbs
&

Spelling Rules

Appendix C
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Irregular Verbs

Participle
read
ridden
run
sold
set
sat
slept
spoken
spent
taken
taught
told
thought
worn
written

Past
read
rode
ran
sold
set
sat
slept
spoke
spent
took
taught
told
thought
wore
wrote

Present
read
ride
run
sell
set
sit
sleep
speak
spend
take
teach
tell
think
wear
write

Participle
been
bought
come
cut
driven
fallen
felt
got
given
grown
heard
kept
lost
put
quit

Past
was / were
bought
came
cut
drove
fell
felt
got
gave
grew
heard
kept
lost
put
quit

Present
(be) am/is/are
buy
come
cut
drive
fall
feel
get
give
grow
hear
keep
lose 
put
quit

Pronunciation of Regular past forms

with /id/
invited
visited

with /t/
worked
watched

with /d/
studied
stayed
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Spelling rules

          Comparatives

1. Most words just add -er and -est

the longest
the coldest
the fastest

longer than
colder than
faster than

long
cold
fast

the widest
the latest
the whitest

wider than 
later than
whiter than

wide
late
white

the biggest
the fattest
the hottest
the saddest

bigger than
fatter than
hotter than
sadder than

big
fat
hot
sad

the happiest 
the noisiest 
the thirstiest 
the windiest

happier than
noisier than
thirstier than
windier than

happy
noisy 
thirsty 
windy

B          Plural nouns

2    pens
6    apples
10  rooms

2   boxes
3   buses
10 sandwiches
4   crashes

20   potatoes
10   tomatoes

2    families
8    libraries
9   stories

6   knivse
2   wives

2     children
10   men 
20   feet

1. Most words just add-s
    1 pen           
    1 apple        
    1 room        

2. Words with –s, -ch, -sh, 
and–x
    add –eås.
    1 box
    1 bus
    1 sandwich
    1 crash

3. Words with –o add –es.
    1 potato 
    1 tomato

4. Words with –y change 
to–ies.
    1 family
    1 library
    1 story

5. Words with –f change 
to–ves.
    1 knife
    1 wife

6. These words have no –s.
    1 child
    1 man 
    1 foot

A
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          Verbs

adding-sadding -edadding -ing

Most words just add –ing 

    laugh                     laughing 
    drink                     drinking

1. Most words just add –ed.

    clean                   cleaned
    repeat                  repeated

1. Most words just add - s

    eat                    eats
    arrive               arrives

2. Word with silent –e take off
     the e and add –ing

  take                           taking
  score                         scoring
  change                      changing

2. Word with Silent -e  add -d 

   smile                      smiled           
   revise                     revised     
   use                         used

2. Word with –y change to –ies.

    fly                        ies 
   study                   studies  
   worry                 worries

3. Some words double the last
    letter.

  sit                             sitting   
  swim                       swimming
  stop                          stopping

3.  Words with –y change to 
–ied 

  
   carry                         carried 
   study                        studied 
   worry                       worried             

3. Words with –ch, -ss, and –sh 
add –es.

  
   teach                     teaches          
   cross                     crossess
   finish                     finishes 

4. Some words double the last
   letter.

  stop                       stopped
  travel                     travelled

C

           Adjectives 

2. Words with –y take off the –y and add –ily. 

    happy                                      happily 
    heavy                                      heavily
    hungry                                    hungrily
    thirsty                                     thirstily

1.  Most words just add –ly.

  quick                                quickly
  safe                                   safely
  slow                                  slowly

D
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